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must be interpreted with their ordinary meaning."o The Supreme
Court has said , "When we find the terms of a statuteunambiguous,
judicial inquiry is complete except in rare and exceptional
circumstances,"! Justice Scalia has stated the rule succinctly:

[Fjirst , find the ordinary meaningofthe languagein itstextualcontext;
and second, using establishedcanons of construction, ask whether there
is any clear indication that some permissiblemeaningother than the
ordinary one applies. If not-and especiallyif a good reasonfor the
ordinarymeaning appearsplain-we applythat ordinary meanirlli.

Lower courts,following the Supreme Court, have noted that the
"ordinary meaning" rule is binding. The Federal Circuit, quoting
SupremeCourt cases)1asstatedthe rule thus : "[L]egislative purpose
is expressedby the ordinary meaning of the words used . . . .'~ 13 The
court also noted that "[i]t is a basicprinciple of statutory interpretation
. . . that undefined terms in a statute are deemed to have their
ordinarily understood meaning .m

In the United Statesin similar contexts. the words "reasonable
terms" have uniformly been interpreted to include price . In Byars v.
Bluff City News Co., the United StatesCourt of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit, recognizing that establishing"reasonableterms" is necessary
to remedy a monopolistic market, noted that "[t]he difficulty of setting
reasonable terms, especiallyprice, should be a substantial factor" in
how to proceed!" Similarly, in American Liberly Oil Co. v. Federal
Power Commission the United StatesCourt of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit, interpreting a statute that allows the Federal Power
Commission to establish "reasonable terms and conditions, " conclu
ded that this meant that the "price . .. must be reasonable .m In
Commercial Solvents Corp. v. Mellon , the United States Court of
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit addressedprices under a statute that
demanded "reasonable terms as to quality , price and delivery"; this
language shows that the word "terms" includes, as a matter of
common sense , thtBlementof price!" In United States vMississippi
Vocational Rehabilitation for the Blind, the United States District

110. SEeSmrth v. Unrted states, 508 U.S. 223. 232 0993).
111. Demaresl v. Manspelker , 498 U.S. 184, 190 (1991).
112 Chisom v. Roemer , 501 U.S 380, 404 {991) (Scaia, J., dissenting)
113. Cook v. Brown , saF.3d 447, 451 (Fed. Cir . 1995) (inl ernal quotations omitted)

(quol ing Ardestani v. INS, 502 U.S. 129, 136 (1991))
114. td. (alteration in original) (internal quotations omitted) Ruoting Best PowS' Tech.

8aes Gorp. v. Austin, 984 F.2d 1172, 1177 (Fa. Gir. 1993)).
115. 609 F.2d 843. 864 n.58~ Cir. 1979) (emphasis added)
116. 301 F.2d 15. 18 (5lhCir. 1962).
117. 277 F. 548, 549 D .C. Cir. 1922).
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Court for the Southern District of Mississippi similarly interpreted a
statute that allowed organizations to operate vending machines on
"reasonable terms " at the Stennis Space Center! 18 Such reasonable
terms , the court implied, include "prices and vending operations.Y"
In Topps Chewing Gum, Inc.v. Major League SasebalPlayers Ass't;l
the United States DistrictCourt for the Southern District of New York
resolved a dispute between baseball players and a playing card
company that had agreedto pay "commercially reasonableterms "; the
court said, "I assume[commercially reasonable terms) means at a
price higher than Topps currently pays under its player contractsyo
In United States v. United States Gypsum Co., the United States
Distr ict Court for the D.C. Circuit held that "reasonable terms and
conditions " includes prices 121 Finally, in South Central Sell
Te/ephoneCo. v. Louisiana Public ServiceCommission the Louisiana
Supreme Court considered the meaning of "reasonable terms" and
concluded that ,although suchthings as timing and performancemight
be important, the most important and central factor is, of course , price:

Thus ... regulation must make it possible. .. to compete. . . . The
utility's eamings,Le., its return, both actualandprospective, must be
sufficient. . .sothat it canattract. .. capitalon reasonableterms. The
rate of return is but an intermediate factor; the basic requirement is a
fair and reasonable dollar return.

In orderto attractcapital on reasonableterms,the utility [must] be
ableto paythe goingprice . . .. In the last analysisregulation seeksto
set utility prices . . .1~

The requirement for "practical application" seems clearly to , ..J./
authorize the federal government to review the prices of drugs ~}C.
developed with public funding under Bayh-Dole terms andto mandate /f'
march-in when prices exceed a reasonablelevel. The terms required
by the Bayh-Dole Act include, but are not limited to, reasonable
prices 12J Terms may be considered unreasonableif the unit price is
too high or if its use over the long term makes it too costly with respect
to the investment, costs,and profits of the manufacturer'> D_l?ite i
somewhat unbelievable complaints from the NIH that this price review
is beyond its ability, the traditional judicial and agencycompetenceto

118. 812 F. Supp. 85, 87-89 ~.D. Miss. 1992).
119. {d. tt.87.
120. 641 F. Supp. 1179, 1191 (S.D.N.Y. 1986).
121. 67 F. Supp. 397, 433-41 e.o.c. 1946).
122. 373 So. 2d 478, 480-81 n.l (la . 1979)
123. S.., infra notes 175-227 ad accompS1ying text
124. S9'!United StatesGypsum Co, 67 F. Supp.at 433-41: S. Cent.Bell Tel. Co., 373

So. 2d at 480~ 1 n.1.
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determine reasonableness of prices Slpported by countless cases and
a host of statutes , including, for instance, the reasonable price
provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) ,'25 the reasonable
royalty remedies of patent law,126 the similar provisions of copyright
law,'27 the compulsory licensing provisions of antitrust law,l28 the

125. U.C.C. § 2-305(1Xa) (2000); sa. also Ian Ayres & RobErt Gertner, Fill ing Gaps
in Incomple/eConlracts: An Economic Theory of Default RUIe~ 99 YAlE L.J. 87, 95-97
(1989). SEl!! generally Koch Hydrocarbon Co. v. MD U Res. Group , Inc., 988 F.2d 1529,
1534-35 (8th Cir. 1993) (determining what constitutes a " reasonan e price" for natural gas
after deregulction pursuantto U.C.C. § 2-305); N . Cenl-Airlines, Inc. V. Cont 'l Oil Co ., 574
F.2d 582, 592-93 (D.C. Cir. 1978) (determining what constitutes a " reasonlb le price" lor
aviation fuel in the wake 01the early 19705 OPEC oil embago and the resulting federal price
contro ls, pursuantto U.C.C. § 2-305); Kellam Energy , Inc . V. Duncar , 688 F. Supp .861 ,
877-879 (D. Del. 1987). The UCC , which governs commercial transactions in forty-nine
states , giv.. courts the power to detemine reasonablepri ces and wen to enforce contracts on
the basis of what a reasonlble price would be, lor instance where the contract does not
spedfically state any price (the so-caled open-price situation) : " The partiesif they so intend
Cal conclude a contract lor sale ""en though the price is not sEttled. In such acasethe price
is a reasonlble price at the time lor delivery .. . ." U.C.C. § 2-305(1). The drafters 01 the
UCC unabashedly placed their faith in the abil ity of a court to detennine what a reasonable
price wou ld be "' n many valid contracts for sale the parties do not mention the price in
express terms, the buyebeing bound to PlYand theseier to accept a reasonable pice which
the trier 01 the lact may well be trusted to diermine." /d. § 2-201, cmt n.l .

126. The Patent Act expressly grants a reasonable royalty , the amount to be
determined by the court after hearing ""idence, to '" aggrievedpltent owner "U pon finding
lor the claimant the court shall award the claimant danagesadequateto compmsatelor the
infr ingem ent,but in no event less than areasonlble royalty I or the usemadeol the invention
by the infringer, together with interest and costs as fixed by the court ." 35 U.S.C. § 284
(1994) .

127. The copyright staute, unlike the patent la~ does not expessly gr",t a reasonlble
royalty. However, in many cases, assessingprofrts unlawfully gameed by an inl r inging
dEtendant requires a oourt to determine what a reasonlble royalty would be. SEl!!, e.g, Sheny
Mfg. CO. V . Towe l Ki ng of Fla, Inc., 220 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 855 (S.D. Fla. 1983), rev'd on
other grounds, 753 F.2d 1565 (11th Cir . 1985). Furthermore, the ae sesem entct reasonable
reyamss by courts and agmcies is an integra part 01 the administration of the copyright
regime . The copyti ght law , in section 118, grants public broadcasting a compulsory license
lor use 01ncndranatc literary and rnusica works, aswell as pictoria l, gr.phic, and sQJlptu ral
works, subject to the payment of reasonableroyalty lees to be set by the Copyright Royalty
Trib unal. S8!!H. REP. No. 94-1476 , at 116 (1976) , repr inled in 1976 U .S.C.CAN. 5659,
5732.

128. A compulsory license at reesonable royalty rates, is a remedy occasionally
granted in responseto antitrust violations. "T he appropnatenessof compulsory licensing at
reasonlble royalty rates as<¥l antitrust remedy has long been recognized ." A . Samue Oddi,
Contri bulory InfringementJPa/en/ Misuse Metaphys ics and Me/amorphosi~ 44 U. Prrr . l.
REV. 73, 125 (1982) ; SEl!! Carlisle M. Moore, Note, A S1udyof Compulsory Licensing and
Dedical ion of Patents as Relief Measures in Antitrust Cases 24 GEO. WASK L. REV. 223,
223-27 (1955).
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price control provisions of the Orphan Drug Act, 129 and public utility
rate regulation case~

The language of the Bayh-Dole Act implies that the contractor
has the burden of providing, upon a good faith request by the
government, data showing that it charged a reasonabieprtce.?' At
present,the federal govemment may not granta license on a federally
owned invention unless it has been supplied with a development or
marketing plan .132 It would be appropriate to require the contractorto
provide the data necessaryto determine a reasonableprice as part of
the development or marketing plan.

C. The Reach of the Act and the Broad Scope of "Subj ect
Inventions"

Determining whether an invention was made with government
funds (and is therefore a "subject invention") is a complex task that
can easily lead to, and be the subjectof , unpredictable litigation . 133

The Bayh-Dole Act defines a subjectinvention as any invention that
the "contractor conceived or first actually reducedto practice in the
performance of work under a funding agreement.· 304 However the
implementing regulations of the legislation, which attemptto specify
what is meant by "subject invention, " do not settle the issue~35 The
regulations state that a closely related project that falls "outside the
planned and committed activities of a govemment-fundedproject and
does not diminish or distractfrom the performanceof such activities
. . . would not be subject to the conditions of these regulation~~" The
language here seems to invite litigation and almost defies
comprehension.

129. Orphan Drug Act of 1983. Pub. L. No. 97-414, 1983 U.S.C.CA N. (96 Sla t)
2049-66.

130. SEe, e.g, S. Coot. Bell Tel. Co. v. l a. Pub. Ssv. Comm'n, 373 So. 2d 478,480
81 n.1 (l a. 1979)(d iscussing the impaanceof price controls).

131. There is somesupport in the legislative history for concluding thlt the contractor
bearsthe burden of proof on this question. Cf. Governm81t Patent Policies: Ins~tutional

Patent Agreements: Hearings Before the Subcomm on Monopoly & AnticofrJJftilive
Activities of the S8/6;t S. Comm on Srra/l Bus; 95th Congo397 (1978) [hereinafter 1978
Hearings] (statement of t-bward W. Bremer, patent munsa, Wis. Alumni Resea-ch Found.).

132 35 U.S.GA § 209(" (West 1984 & Supp. 2000).
133. SEe S Reseach Ins!. v. Griffin Corp.,938 F.2d 1249 (11th Cir. 1991); Johns

Hopkins Univ. v. CellPro, 978 F. Supp. 184 (D. Del. 1997); Gen-Probe Inc. v. Ctr. for
Neurologic Study, 853 F. Supp. 1215 e'l.o.Cal. 1993); Ciba-Geigy Corp. v . Aiza Corp., 804
F. Supp. 614 D.N.J. 1992).

134. 35 U.S.C. § 201(<1 (1994).
135. SEe37C.F.R. §§ 401.H7 (2000).
136 {d. § 401.1(a)(1).
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Becausethe regulations limit the reach of the Bayh-Dole Act to
"planned ," as opposed to unexpected:vents, there is some question as
to whether they faithfully implement the intent of the statute. In fact,
they seem to negate the very essenceof invention and thus of the
Bayh-Dole Act itself . Inventions, by definition, are technological
advancesthat are unexpected and unplanned.137 The Bayh-Dole Act
seeksto preserve a governmental interest in such unexpected events
that owe their genesisto government funding. But these regulations
seemto exempt inventions that were not "planned'-i.e., those that
were unexpected-which means that they may exclude from the Act
exactly that which it was intended to govern.13S Furthermore,
"conditions of these regulations " could be interpreted to mean that
extracontractual work is beyond the reach of the statute , a result
unsupported by administrative law~9

The Act applies to any patentsfor subjectinventions , not merely
patents held or obtained by the recipients of government funds .14o

Thus, if a firm were to buy intellectual property rights from an Act
recipient . any resulting patent would remain subjectto the Act and
would have to state that the invention was made with federal funds and
that the government has certain rights tol1t.

137. The Patent Act requires that, to be patentable, an invention must be
"nonobvious.' "A patent may not be obtained . . . if the . . . subject matter . .. would have
been obvious . . .... 35 U.S.C.A § 103(a) (West 1984 & Supp .2 ooo). Nonobv iousnessis
dEfined in the Act as a technological advance that would not be obvious "to a person having
ordinary skill" in the rel....ant technology . Id. The Supreme Court has often like ned
nonobviousness to unexpa tedness. "[ T] he Adams battelVwas . . . nonobvious . As we have
seen, the operating characteristics of the Adams battEry have been shown to have beEJl
unexpected liVIdto have far surpessedthen-exisnnq wet b<tteries." United Statesv. Adams,
383 U.S. 39, 51 (1966). The Fedeel Circuit has held "a finding of .unecpected rsults' to be
tantamount to a fnding of nonobvio usness." Hoganas AS v. Dress er Indus., Inc., 9 F.3d 948,
954 n.28 (Fed. Cir . 1993). Inventions are, therefore, by legal definition, unexpected events
(among other things . of course). The implementing regulitions of the Bayh-Dole Ac t, by
excluding the ' unexpected," seem to exclude exactly that which they might otherwise
regulate; that is, thlt' sesn to regUlate theAct out of much of its relevance

138. Indeed, a pa:€l1tcannot be obtainEd if the innovat ion "would have beel obvious
at the time the invention was male to a person having ordinary ski ll." 35 U.S.C.A. § 103(a)
Therefore, nonobvious , unexplEted, unplanned events at prECisely the events that furni sh the
substanceof pat",table inventions .

139. S"" Presley v, Etowah County Comm'n. 502 U .S. 491, 508 (1992) ("D eferelce
does not mean acquiesaence. As in other contexts in wh ich we dEter to an administritive
interpretation of a statute, we do so only if Congress has not expressed itsintent with respet
to the question, and the only if the administrative interpretation is "'<lionable.")

140. S"" supranote 99 andaccompanying text.
141. It should be noted that if an Act recipient obtains a patent and is subject to the

Ac t, any licensing to commercial entities would be similarly SUbject to the A ct, since the
p<tent underwhich both paties are opErating must,at least legall y, bearthe Acts legend and
thus be subject to march-in rights . S"" 35 U.S.C. § 202(c}(6} (1994) (requiring that patent
appli caions for subject inventions contain, on ..the spedf ication of such appticaion and any
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In Burroughs WeI/come Co. v. Barr Laboratories, Inc., the
Federal Circuitheld that aninvention is conceived as sooras someone
has the idea of the invention, even if no work has been performed to
test its practicability~42 The inventor, however, need not know that the
invention will work nor obtain any experimental data to demonstrate
its workability . 143 It follows that if an invention is conceived as soan
as someonehas a bare, untestedidea, the provisions of the Bayh-Dole
Act are likely to apply to most inventions made with, or perhapsonly
even associatedwith, govemment funding . Thus, when a company
purchases! recipient 's intellectual property rights, it cannot claim that
it is doing the inventive work. Under Burroughs Wel/comft if the
recipient had a bare, untested idea while receiving govemmentfunds
(and most will have done far more than that), any resulting patent
obtained by commercial transfereesmust bear the Bayh-Dole legend
and is subject to march-in righ~

Because the Act is aimed at the resulting patent and the
Burroughs WeI/come decision moves the date of conception of a
subjectinvention to a much earlier point in time, the Act will apply to
far more commercial transfereesof patent rights than it would have

paent issuing thereon, a slltementspe::ifying that the invention was made with Government
support and that the Government has certain rights in the invention"). Perhaps the most
important aspect of the Bayh-Dole Act, therefore, is that the Act and its rea;onablepricing
requirement attach not to the contractor, but to the invention itself , no malter who might
eventualy obtain a paent upon it

Thus, while it might appearto a commercial entity that ~ could buy the rights from a
recipient, especially if the redpient agr9!s not to pursuEthepatent itself, the Act clearly staes
that a paent resUlting from a redpient 's research, ratherthan a paent obtained by arecipient,
is subjert to the Act Se id. §§ 201(e), 202(c)(6) , 203(1) . ~ neverthelessappEBIS, though
this would have to be confirmed by further resEllrch and perhaps litigation, that many
contractors transfer their rasea-ch prior to the patent application. This is not so much a
violation of the law as ~ is what should be held to be a legally unsuccessful altemptlo evade
it However, becausethe government has given itself only sixty days in wh ich to ad, these
attempts at evas ion ffi;Y be practically, if not lega lly, effective. S69 37 CFR. § 401 .14~)(1 )

(2000) (requiring that the govemmenttake action ~in sixty days of learning of the failure
of a contractor to disclosean invention or to elect title to it).

142. Se40 F.3d 1223, 122n8 (Fed . Cir. 1994).
143. The Fedeel c lrcun has defined "c onception" in such a way that not only will a

"w i1d guess" qualify, but ~ can besowild that even an inventor might reject it as bE¥ondthe
llmits of sdentific possibility:

Thus, the test for conception is whether the inventor had an idea that was detinite
and permanent enough that one skilled in the art could und...standthe invention

But an inventor need not know that his invention will work for conception
to be CDmplEte. .

. . . A n inventors belief that his invention will work or his reasonsfor
choos ing a patcular approae ...e irrelevant to conception

td. a 1228 .
144. S.., supra note 99 ard accompalying text.
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prior to Burroughs WeI/come Almost any researchperformed by a
recipient that results in conception, however untested or apparently
impractical, will give rise to a resulting paten1undertheAct, no matter
who might later apply for the patent.

There are undoubtedly many such pharmaceuticalsnow on the
market that should be subject to the Act but lack the Bayh-Dole
legend. These include drugs patented by Bayh-Dole contractorsas
well as those patented by manufacturersfor which the rights to the
underlying research or even mere conceptions were purchased or
licensedfrom Bayh-Dole contractors. Thesealso include drugs based
on an idea, qualifying underBurroughs Wel/com~thatan employee of
the funded contractortook with him or her to a new employer such as
a drug manufacture~5

V. THE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE BAYH-DOLE ACT

A. Overview

Many of the controversial issuesthat currently surround public
private combinations were first discussem the congressional hearings
when the Bayh-Dole legislation was considered in the late 1970s~4'

For example, many in favor of the legislation expressedfears that a
slump in American innovation threatened the nation's well-being. 147
There were alsocomplaints aboutconfusingand contradictorypolicies
among various federal agencies:48 Proponentsnoted that contractors
must balance thEbenefns of receiving federal R&D assistance with the

145. This is becaisetne statuteraquiras only that conceotion occur during the federal
contrad . See35 U.S.C. § 201(e) ("The term ' subject invention ' msais any invention of the
contrador conceived or fir st actually reducedto practice in the performance of work under a
funding agreement to {emphaeis addedj}, Under Burrough Wellooma of course, conception
can be the widest of guesses .SEesupra note 143 aid aa:ompalying text.

146. S... infra notes 175-227 ad acx:ompalylng text.
147. One authorobseved that Congras sought to

ensure effective transfer and commerelai deweJopment of oiscoveies that would
otherwise languish in govemment and university archives. It would reinvigorate
U.S. industry by giving ~ a fresh infusion of nEON ideas that would enhance
productivity and create new jobs . And ~ would ensue that U.S.-sponsorOll
research discoveies were develope:J by U.S. fir ms, rather than by foreign
competitors who had too often comao dominateworld markets Dr products based
on technologies pioneaed in the United States.

Eisenba-g, supra note 43, at 1664-65; SEe 1978 Hearings, supra note 131, at 575 (staternen
of Donald R. Dunner, esq., on be.a1f of the Am. Patmt Law Ass 'n).

148. S... 1979 S81ate sa. Hearings, supra note 46. at 216, 220 (testimony and
statemmt of Pete- F. McCloskey, President,Elec . Indus. Ass'n) ; 1978 Hearings, supra note
131, at 572 (statemat of Donald R. Dunne".
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need to protect the investment of the company's sharehotdersr" The
lack of a clearly defined mechanismfor licensing government-owned
technology was also cited as a purported reason for bureaucratic
delays.lso

In addition, burdensome patent policies were another barrier to
innovation and increasedcompetition.t" Witnessesnoted that fewer
than 5% of the 28,000 government-held patentshad been licensed in
1979.152 A JusticeDepartment analysis concluded that federal patent
policy did not properly benefit public investmentbecause govemment
funded inventions were inadequately cornmercializedf" However,
one knowledgeable witness said that those kinds of conclusionswere
completely unfounded and insupportable and that the very nature of
government patents-which were freely available without
policing-made it impossible to know utilization rates~54 Penicillin
was cited as evidence of industry's reluctance to commercialize
products for which patents and title are not available for private
ownership.155 In that case,for eleven years prior to World War II, the
federal govemmenttried to make penicillin available to industry, but
no company was willing to commercialize it. The war forced the
government itself to develop penicillin. 15e There was also some
testimony indicating that thepharmaceutical industry acteQs abloc to
extort a favorable government patent policy and boycotted
government patents in order to gain greater rigllt§ .

Opponentsof the Bayh-Dole Act questionedthe need to provide
an automatic exclusive license. Witnesses from private industry ,
Congress, and government agencies testified that even without an

149. S.., 1979 Senate So. Hearings, supra note 46, at 217, 220 (testimony and
statemmt of Peta- F. McCloskey).

150. Sa9 id. It 216-22 .
151. Patent Po/k;y : Joint Hearing Before the S . Common conmeo», Sa.. & Transp.

& the S. Conm. on the Judidary, 96th Cong o458-60 (1980) [hereinafter 1980 Joint Hearing]
(slltement of Hon . Birch Bayh. U .S. Senator, Ind .).

152. S. ReP. No . 96-480, at 2 (1979) .
153. 1980 House Gov'I Operations Hearings, supra note 46, at 95-96 (statenent of

Ky P. Ewing, Jr., Deputy Assislalt Attorney Gen., Antitrust Div., U .S. Dep't of JusticEj.
154. S.., id. at 79 (statement of Adm. H.G. Rickover); 1979 Senate JUdk;iary

Hearings , supra note 46, at 159 (sane) ; 1977 SenateSrra// Bus. Hearings, supra note 46,at
3 (samEj.

155. S.., 1979 Senate Judiciary Hearings, supra note 46, at 146-47 (testimony of Dr .
Betsy Ancker-Johnson, Vice Pesidsrt , Gen. Motors, 8wti. Activities Stff) .

156. S.., id. <i 179 (testimony of FredErick N. Andrews, Vice Presidentfor ResEllrch.
Purdue Univ .).

157. Governm9Jt Patent Polk;y : Hearings Bdore the Subcomm on Domestic & In/' I
Soentiric Planning & Analysis of the House Comm. on Sci. & Tech .• 94th Cong o723 (1976)
[hereinafter 1976 Hearings] (testimony of Nomnan J. talker, Patent counse HEW).
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exclusive patent, federal dollars and the sharing of scientific
information were reward enough!58 Representative Jack Brooks
(Texas) , perhaps the harshest critic of the proposed legislation,
expressed doubts that granting an exclusive license to industry after
paying to develop a patentable invention was an incentive to
commercialize.l 511 Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, then a Deputy
Commander for Nuclear Power forthe United States Navyfeared that
the legislation would concentrateeconomic power in the hands of
large corporations and, contrary to its stated purpose , hurt small
businesses'" Representative Brooks , in fact , suggested that
govemmentpatentsbe "put up for competitive bid," allowing both big
business and small businesses the opportunity to obtain such pat~ts.

The legislation was repeatedly calleda $30 billion "giveaway." 162

Senator Russell Long (Louisiana) testified that the public would have
no accessto the results of the researchit had paid for and would not
know whether productswere being fairly priced .163 He called the bill
"deleterious to the public interest. "1154 He further statedthat there was
"absolutely no reason why the taxpayer should be forced to subsidize a
private monopoly and have to pay twice : first for the researchand
development and then through monopoly pricesHI5

RepresentativeBrooks criticized the use of march-in rights as the
primary mechanism for protecting the public interest: "The
Government does not use its march-in rights one in a million times . . . .
I think that is a paper tiger . I think we can forget [march-in rights] as a
realistic protection for the public."l68 Brooks's statement proved
prophetic-the NIH has never exercised its march-in rights.167 An

158. Seegenerally 1980 House GovY Operations Hearings. supra note 46, at 49-137
(staernents of Hon. J~k Brooks, Hon . Frank Horton , Adm . H.G. Rickover , Hon. John D.
Dingell, and Ralph Nadel.

159. Id. a:54.
160. Id. al74-83 (staement of Adm . H.G. Rickover) .
161. Id. at 56.
162. Seeid. at 99 (testimony of K y P. Ewing, Jr.); 1979 SB'late Sri. Hear ings, supra

note 46, at 401 (statement of Adm. H.G. Rickover) ; 1977 S6late Srrall Bus. Hearings. supra
note 46, at 233 (statema t of Hon . Russell B. Long , U.S. g.,>tor, La.).

163. See 1980 Joint Hearing , supra note 151, at 463-65 (slatementof H on. RussellS.
Long).

164. Id. at 464.
165. Id.
166. See 1980 HouseGov ' t Operat ions Hearings, supra note 153, at 55.
167. Not only has the NIH never exerdsed its mach-in righ ts, but the only time it was

asked to do so by a private party , in the eeilPro litigation, rt refused. See infra text
aocomp<nying notes 294-313 There are some reports that "the NIH has on occasion
threatened to use' march in' rights wrth some positive results ." Underreporting Federal
Invoivemmt, supra note 105, at 101 (statementof Wendy Baldwin) . Howe ver, there is no
record of any govemment agenc y ever abJaily exercising thoserighls .
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alternative was to create a Patent Board to exercise march-in rights ,
rather than vesting that responsibility with the federal agency,another
idea that current debates have echo~.

A Department of Justice review of the pending legislation
highlighted the need for government patent policy to offer "adequate
protection of the public's equitable interest in inventions that resutt
from government funding, " once the inventions arecommercialized~69

Early versions of the bill included a payback provision that was
supported,at least in principle, by most witnesses:70 It required the
licensee to compensate the government for any profits from a
successful invention."! The bill would also have given the
government 15% of any gross annual income above $70,000 that a
contractorobtained from licensing an invention .172 In addition , it also
would have granted the government 5% of all income above one
million dollars that the contractor made from sales of products using
those inventions."! Ultimately the legislation did not contain a
mechanismfor ensuring a financial return on government investment.
However, it did preserve the "march-in" mechanism that would, if
enforced, effectively achieve the same goal of providing taxpayers
with some benefit : a requirementthat the productsof theseinventions
be sold to the public at reasonable price~.

B. March-in and Its Focus on Competition, Profits, and Prices

Congress'sconcernwith march-in rights focused exclusively on
maintaining competitive conditions, controlling profits, and doing so
through price control. The march-in provisions became the linchpin of
the entire enterprisebecauseCongresswanted to balance the demands
of private industry against the "public equity" that resuttedfrom the
massive public investment of funds to produce these patented
inventions The so-called government equities were not adequately
protected by the government's "free and irrevocable license ," which
was "not always sufficient to protect the public interest.'H5 This

168. S8l 1976 Hearings. supra note 157. at 785 (staterneit of William O.
Quesenbery. Patmt Counsel, Dep't of the NaIY) .

169. SS!!1980 House Gov't Operations Hearings, supra note 46. at 97 (testimony of
Ky P. Ewing , Jr.).

170. S. ReP. No. 96-480. at 8-10,25-26 (1979).
171 Id.lt9.
172. Id.
173. Id.
174. S.., 35 U_S.C. §§ 201(~ , 203 (1)(a) (1994).

175. 1 a"acoMM. ON DOMEsnc& INT'l SciENTIFIC PlANNING & ANALYSIS OF lHE
HOUSE CoM M. ON ScI. & TEC H, 94TH CONG.• BAC KGROUND MATERIALS ON GOVER NMENT
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shortcoming was sometimescharacterizedas "the public's need for
competition in the marketplace," which could be protected only by
march-in rights.176 There was a strong notion of public desertin the
hearing testimony."? Congressuniformly viewed march-in rights as
the mechanism (along with recoupment provisions) to protect the
public.!" "If an invention is of actual commercial importance,"
testified Donald R. Dunner, representing the American Patent Law
Association , "there is actual and real market incentive for 'march-in'
rights to protect the public interestl.19

But there was strong industry resistance to any kind of
revocability or march-in provision, though noticeably less reslstanceo
recoupmentor payment of royalties.l 80 "Revocability of a contractor's
patent rights isan area of considerable concerto many businessmen,"
said one witnesS.'8' "It is not a good conceptthat govemmentshould
go into competition with private enterprise,"voiced another!82 "It is
not a proper function of govemment . . .. Under socialism, the
government owns the essential means of production . . .. Under
capitalism production and distribution is privately owned. We firmly
believe this is the bestway. It is more efficient, [and] it provides us

PATENT POLICIES THE OwNERSHIP OF INVENTIONS RESULTING FROM FEDERALLY FUNDED
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPM err 1 (Comm. Print 1976) [hereinafter BACKGROUND
MATERIALS].

176. 1976 Hearings , supra note 157, at 666 (Report by Task Force NO.1 of study
Group NO.6 of the Comm'n on Gov'l Procurement on the A1location of Rights to Inventions
Made in the Peformance of Gov 't ResEBrchand [)av. Contracts and Grants).

177. 1977 S6late Sf1811 Bus. Hearings, supra note 46, at 189<15 (statement of John H
Shenefield, AssistaltAttorney Gen., Antitrust Div., Dep't of Justice}.

178. /d.
179. 1978 Hearings, supra note 131, at 597 (statemBt of Donald R. Dunner).
180. In f act, the legislative history indicates thatthe fact that royalties, cash payments,

or recoupmentswould simply be absorbedinto the cost of federally funded inventions is at
least one reason why they were delete::! from the Bayh-Dole Act That lends support
therefore, to the conclusion tha the A ct was concemed with price control , not just
reimbursement. It is also easier to unde .. tandwhy the pharmaceutical industry has favored
royalties-becausetheir cost can simply be passed along teconsumes. S... S. REP No. 96
480, at 30 (1979) (showing that the original version of the Act included a ' payback"
prov ision) ; Governmett Patent Policy Act of 1980: Hearing on HR. 5715 Before the
Subromm on Sa., Resfllrch & Tedi . of the House Comm on Sa. & Tecn., 96th Cong o79
(1980) (supptsnent to the testimony of Charies H. Herz , Gen . CounsEl, Nat' I Sci. Found .)
(noting the National Science Foundation's opposition to the inclusion of the govemmen t
recoupment provision in the Act) ; 1979 Governm61t Patent Policy Hearings , supra note 11,
at 22-23 , 59 (stalementsof Donald R. Dunnerand Edward J. Brenner , President,Ass 'n for
the Advancement of Invention and Innovaion) (objecting to the inclusion of the p.."back
provision in the legisla:ion) .

181. Soo 1976 Hearings , supra note 157, at 173 (statsrnet of Charles S. Haughey,
Paent Counsel, HJghes "'rcraft Co .).

182. Sre id. a 397 (stalement of L Lee Humphries in supplemental mlerial submitted
by Charles S. Haughey)
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with more freedom ."183 A third stated, "[I]ndustry does not like either
the conceptof a revocable license or the 'march-in' rights, and views
them with greatsuspicion.'184 A university representativetestified, " l
have always been a little concerned with that provision frankly,
because itcould bean arbitrary decision .. . .1would hope .. .that an
appropriate hearing would be given."l85 Another witness said that
march-in rights would effectively kill the bill: "I think that the whole
concept of march-in rights is a disincentive. . . .1 think that [the bill]
would be much more likely to achieve its goals if the march-in rights
were deleted.'186 Finally, there was resistancenot only to march-in
rights but to the terms used to define the triggering events :

Any march-in rights should only be exercisable by the Government
after a full and completehearingbeforean impartial arbitor basedon
clear and convincingevidenceand shouldbe limited to requiring the
Contractorto grant non-exclusive licenses. . . .March-in rights which
do not provide effectivedueprocess. .. or extendbeyondthe granting
of non-exclusivelicenses are highly objectionable and would serve as a
disincentive.. . . Likewise, the circumstancesmderwhich the rights
can be exercised must be preciselydefined and avoidsuch vagueterms
as "welfare" and the Iike~87

The language that so threatened industry was obviously the
requirement for "reasonable terms" in the Bayh-Dole Act and its
predecessoibills. The 1963 Kennedy Memorandum on patent policy
required "licensing on reasonableterms.T" The Nixon Patent Policy
Statement of 1971 tied march-in rights to whether an invention is
"being worked and . . . its benefits are reasonablyaccessibleto the
public ."169 An industry-sponsored alternative bill interestingly
embracedthe language"reasonable termsand conditions" but required
"resort to the Federal Courts by either the Contractor or membersof
the public" in caseof a dispute!90 Notwithstanding theseobjections,

183. Sea id.
184. Sea id. al435 (stttement of Janes E Denny, Assistant Cl!n. Counsll for Paents,

U.S. EnergyRese...ch & D ev. Admin.).
185. S"" 1978 Hearings, supra note 131, at 397 (tatimony of Howard W . Breme~ .

186. Sea 1980 Joint Hearing, supra note 151, at 523-24 (testimony of Robert B.
Benson, Dr., Patent ~p't, Allis -Chalmers Corp.)

187. Industrial I nnovation and Patent and Copyright Law Amendrrents: Hear ings on
H.R. 6033, HR 6934, HR.. 3806, and H.R. 2414 Before the Subcomm on Courts, Civil
Liberties & the Admin. of Justioe of the House Comm . on the Judiciary , 96th Congo161
(1980) (statement of [llnald R. Dunner, President, Am. Patent law Ass'n).

188. 1 BACKGROUNO MATERiAlS , supra note 175, at 6.
189. see tc: <it10,14-16 (emphasis added) .
190. S"" 1976 Hearings , supra note 157, at 103 (staternmt of Franz O. Ohlson, Jr.,

Aerospa:e Indus. Ass'n of Am ., Inc.).
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existing agency regulations already defined the practical application to
require that the invention be "reasonably accessibleto the pUblic."191
In fact, from as far back as at least 1968, a government report had
urged march-in rights triggered by a failure to license the invention
"on reasonable terms .192

While proposals for recoupment, repayment, or royalty
provisions in the Bayh-Dole Act were eventually abandoned(in fact ,
industry has often suggested cash payment and royalties as an
alternative to price regulation193

) , march-in rights were preserved,with
their requirementthat practical application-defined as availability to
the public on "reasonableterms"-be achieved!94 There was never
any doubt that this meant thecontrol of profits, prices,and competitive
conditions . There are countlessreferencesin the legislative record to
the need to maintain competitive market conditions through the
exerciseof march-in rights.195 One witness ,summarizing the goals of
a uniform federal patent policy, assertedthat a "primary object[] of
such a policy should be to . . . insure that patent rights in such
inventions are not used for unfair, anticompetitive or suppressive
purposes.~98 A Senator testified before a House subcommittee that
"[t]he policy should foster competition and prevent undue market
concentration. ~97 A Senate witness favored march-in "where the
contractor is misusing the invention to the detriment of competitive
market forces.'~98 An Assistant Attorney General in the Antitrust
Division said, '''[M]arch in' provisions should help assurethat the
availability of exclusive rights . . . does not disrupt competition in the
marketplace.~99

191. Sre id. at 256 (Armed Servs. Procurement Regulation 7-302.23(a) (1975)); id. at
971 (Append iX I, Altachment2to Letter of Frank A. Lukas ik, descr ibingproposlll Dep't of
the Interior Reguht ions) .

192. 2 BACKGROI-tID MATERiAlS , supra note 175, at 196.
193. The Federal Governmffl/'s Investmlllt in New Drug Researchand Developmfflt:

Are We Getting Our Money's Worth? Hearing Before the S. Spadal Comm. on Aging , 103d
Cong. 145-46 (1993) [hereinafter 1993 Sfflate Investrren t Hear ing] (statementof GeorgeS.
Rathmann, Pesldmt & Chief Executive Officer, Icos Corp .).

194. Sre 1 BAC KGROUND MATERIALS , supra note 175, at 6.
195. S<e 1993 Smate InvestJrnnt Hearing, supra note 193, at 132-39 (statement of

Gerald J. Mossingh off, President, PhBn. Mfrs. Ass 'n).
196. 1979 Sfflate Judiciary Hearings. supra note 46, at 184 (testimony of Fredei ck

N. An drews, Vice Presid91lfor Reseach , PUldueUniv .) .
197. 1979 Gov't Patent Policy Hearings, supra note 11, at 6 (statement of Hon.

Harrison H. Sdlmitt).
198. S<e 1979 Sffla te Sd. Hearings , supra note 46, at 150 (additiona comments of

Janes E Denny).
199. 1980 House Gov't Operations Hearings, supra note 46, at 102 (testimony of Ky

P. EMng , Jr.).
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Profits and unfair profrteering were a key topic in the debateover
march-in rights. March-in rights were designed to prevent "windfall
profits, " about which there was much discussiorf'" The Senate
committee overseeing the Bayh-Dole Act wrote in its Report, "The
agencieswill have the power to exercisemarch-in-rightsto insure that
no adverse effects result from retention of patent rights by these
contractors... .Although there isno evidence of 'windfall profits' .. .
the existence ofthe pay back provision reassureShe public . . .. '201 A
witness testified , "The 'march-in' rights were developed to address
issues of windfall, suppression and detrimental effects .. . to
competition." 202 One witness tried to reassure Congress, saying,
"'W indfall profrts' do not result from contractors' retaining title to
such inventions.'%03 Another said, "[T]he Government will prevent the
contractors from enjoying windfalls of commercial benefits from
inventions paid for by the Government . . . ."204 One industry witness
tried to dismissthe very notion of windfall profrts: "I had something
in my statementaboutthe windfall profits, " he said, "which we hear
all the time, is [sic] bad. I think that's a very misleading thing. When
you look at what is accomplished if [an unused technology becomes]
successful[,]. .. the rewards to the general public, the citizens, is [sic]
tremendous . They have something which they never had befof*-"

Beyond the concerns with competition and windfall profits,
pricing concerned Congress the most. If anything, march-in rights
would prevent owners of exclusive rights from gouging the public
through unregulatedprices. One witness stated: "[T]here seemsto be
little disagreement on the objectives of a good patent policy for
government procurement. . . [AJ policy is in the public interest if .. .
[i]t promotes efficiency in the economic system by providing the
consumer with the goods and services he requires at the lowest
possible prices "206 One witness said an independent Board should
ensure that government inventions are 'commercially available to
adequatelyfulfill marketdemandsand at a reasonableprice."207 The

200. Se9, e.g, S. Rep No. 96--480, at 30 (1979).
201 . /d.
202. 1979 Governl7l6lt Patent Policy Hearings. supra note 180, at 16 (slitement of

JlIT1es E Denny).
203. Id. at 92 (statement of E<lward J. BrEl1n..-) .
204. 1979 S81ate Sa. Heerings, supra note 46, at 34 (slitement of R. Tenney

Johnson) .
205. 1980 Joint Hearing , supra note 151, at 524 (t..timony of RobErtB. Benson).
206. 1976 Hearings, supra note 157, at 387 (emphasisadded) ~upplemental maorials

submitted by Chafes H. Haughey)
207. Id. at 785 (emphasis added) (supplemental materials of Willia m O.

Quesenbery) .
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Board would decide if "commercial authorization" to others was
appropriate based onwhether : "(1) Commercial utilization has lapsed;
(2) Market demandsare not met; (3) Market price is unreasonablf/ or
(4) Royalty rate is unreasonable. 2GB One of the starsof the hearings
(he testified atvirtually all of them) wasAdmiral Hyman G. Rickover,
who said that "[t]he public has been greatly overchargedfor many
years[for] drugs ."109 He wasthenquestionedby Benjamin Gordon, a
consultant to the Committee on Small Business: "When a
Government agency .. . gives away patents reSUlting from
Government-financedresearch,... it doesnot take any stepsto insure
that the contractordoes not charge exorbitantprices to the public? "21G
Admiral Rickover responded, "That is correct?"

Mr. Gordon expressed palpable concern over pricing, saying,
"The patent , the whole idea of a patentis to restrict the use. If you
restrict the use, you can control the prices and the profits .'?" An
industry spokesperson waso less candid about theentrality of prices
in triggering march-in rights . He stated ,"[I]f [a contractor] fails to
supply the market adequately at a fair price, then there is reason for
requiring it to license both the background patents and the patents
stemming from the contract work ."213 A centerpieceof the hearings
with respect to march-in rights and pricing was the story of a
contractor who had balked at the march-in provisions in an EPA
contracts" Patrick lannotta, President of the contractor Ecolotrol ,
Inc., recounted the events whereby the company did not receive a
patent waiver becauseit would not agree to an EPA demand that it
make the invention "available at terms reasonable under the
circumstances?" lannotta stated:

[w]e as a small company were unable to obtain from the
Environmental Protection Agencythe . . . patent rights ... .

. . . One of the things that I'm not sure you're awareof is the primary
reasonwe tumeu clown the EPA grant.. . . [W)e would have been

208. /d. (ernphssis ooded)
209. 1977 S61ate Srrsfl Bus. Hearings, supra nole 46, at 3 (emphasis added)

(staernent of Adm. H.G. Rickover).
210. Id. at 4 (emphesis added) (staernent of Benjamin Gordon, Consultait 10 the

Comm. on Smal BUS.).
211. Jd. (statanent of Adm . H.G. Rickover).
212. Id. a 192 (emphasisooded)(staement of Benjamin Gordon).
213. 1979 Governml'flt Patent Policy Hearings, supra note 11, at 48 (staement of

Harry F. Manbeck, Jr. , ~n. Patelt Counsel , Gen. EI/£. Co.)
214. S<B /d. at 209 (corresponden... submitted by Pan ek J . lanno tta, President,

Ecolotrol, Inc.).
215 . Id.
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forced to agree to a march-in rights clause which I thought was
confiscatory .

· . . Now, the march-in provision was suchthat we had to make the
invention reasonablyavailable, whatever that meant,at a reasonable
volume, whatever that meant. ...

· . . The problem is the Government says it shall be "reasonably
available." What is "reasonably available" today to one administrator
may be "unreasonably unavailable" to some other administrator . . . .

On the question of march-in rights, I don't have a particularly
difficult problem with the subject inventions. I think the key hasto be
this: The small businessmaror large businessmaror whatever, hasto
have an irrevocable license. .. .

· .. The best argument ever given to me why I should not disagree
with SUbject inventions or march-in provision is that they are never
used. I said, if they are never used, then take them out of the
contractf"

But even that sympathetictale was not enough, perhapsbecause,
once more, Admiral Rickover's sharp tongue apparently convinced
Congress,or at least the Committee, that pricing was key. Admiral
Rickover asked if it were wise "to exercise monopoly rights over the
distribution, use, and pricing of the results for 17 years?'217 In
response,SenatorLong rhetorically inquired, "Is this bill providing a
limitation on just how much the successiubonirecior can charge the
public for what the public has already paid for? ... Is there any
limitation in this proposal as to how much he could charge the public
to have the benefit of what the public had already paid for when they
paid for the research?!18 Some time later , Admiral Rickover was in
the House, dramatizing the importance of price control:

Imagine the public furor that would ensueif , under the terms of this
bill, a contractor .. . developedlt public expense a major breakthrough
. . . . Is it proper for that company to be able to exercise monopoly
rights over the distribution, use, and pricing of the results for 17

216. Id. at 169-71 (statsn eot of Pltrick J. lannotta) . Exhibits allached to lannotta's
testimony demonstrae that the issuewas oneof price. In a lellerto the EPA. he had written.
"I n this g..,.,t[,] E.PA ha; required us to a::ceptagross profit 1:H!fore taxesof only 7-_% . W e
~ do almost as well in the bank. . [W]hat would trigger such patent clause
renegotiations[?] ... Domination of the industry? Five hundred million dollars in annual
saes ?" Id. at 205 (eorrespondene submilllll by Panek J. lannotta)

217. 1979 Smale Sa. Hearings, supra note 46, at 389 (emphas isadded) $latEmentof
Adm . H.G. Rickover) .

218. !d. at 392 (empha;is a:lde:l) (staement of Hon. Russ" B. Long).
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years-mind you, where the Government has paid for it? I think
not. . . .

. . . The bill provides that if a contractor who holds title to a
Government-financed invention fails to develop and promote it, or
createsa situationinconsistentwith the antitrust laws,the Government
can force widespread licensing or revoke the Contractor's patent or
Iicense219

Congress,of course,insisted on march-in rights , but it is just as
revealing to observe what Congress did not do. The price-control
mechanism of the Bayh-Dole Act lies in its definition of "practical
application ,"220 and Congress was urged to redefine that term to
dispenSelNith the price requirement~l PeterF. McCloskey, President
of the Electronic Industry Association, stated that "[t]he definition of
'prac tical application ' appears too stringent. We would suggesta
rewrite to indicate that 'application' means . .. 'that the invention is
being worked or that its benefits are available to the public either on
reasonable terms or through reasonable licensing . . .~zn The "or" is,
obviously, crucial. That Congressrefused McCloskey's rewrite and
maintained a march-in provis ion that is triggered upon failure to work
and reasonable price is perhaps the most telling fact of all.

Judging from the relevant testimony, the reasonable pric ing
requirement is an open secret,meaning that Congressacknowledges
its presence,but the government seldom enforces it. In the latest
cong ress ionalterm , RepresentativeSandersoffered an amendmentto
an appropriations bill, H.R. 4577, that forbade the use of funds for
licensing government patents except in accord with the reasonable
pricing provisions of 35 U.S,C. § 209 , the section of the Bayh-Dole
Act applicable to license , rather than title, transfer~ The
congressional debate over the Sanders Amendment was explicitly
addresseclto the ex is ting reasonable pricing prov is ions and c ited the
Bayh-Dole Act's requirementof "reasonableterms" t ime and again 224

In fact, the text of the amendment was quite explicit in citing,
parenthetically, the "reasonable terms" prov isions :

219. 1980 House GolIt Operations Hearings, supra note 46, at 79 (emphesis adda:1)
(staement of Adm. H.G. Rickovel).

220. "T he term 'practical application' means . . . that the invention is bEing utiliz ed
and that its benefits are .. . available to the public on reasonableterms." 35 U.S.C.§ 201(I)
(1994) (emphasis added)

221. 1979 Smate Sci. Hearings, supra note 46, at 221 (staternmt of PetEr F.
McCloskey).

222. /d. (emphasis adds).
223. 146 CoNG REC. H4291 (daily ed . June 13, 2000).
224. /d. a H4291-93.
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None of the funds madeavailable in this Act for the Departmentof
Health and Human Servicesmay be used to grant an exclusive or
partially exclusive licensepursuanUo chapter18 of title 35 , United
States Code, except in accordancewith section 209 of such title
(relatingto the availabilityto the public of an inventionand itsbenefits
on reasonabletermsf.5

Actually, the debate was more in the nature of legislative theater, or
even circus, becausethere was no argument about the import of the
reasonable terms language?26 What was being debated was an
amendmentthat did not impose new requirementsbut instead simply
demanded that existing law be respect~.

VI. THE ROLES OF GOVERNMENT , ACADEM IA , AND INDUSTRY

One of the complexities of assessingmd,especially, policing the
equity of technology-transfer legislation in particular, and public
private combinations in general, is the substantial confusion over the
appropriate roles of government,academia ,and industry. Conflicting
interests and clashing organizational cultures may complicate the
effective implementation of public-private combinations.

225. /d. at H4291.
226. fd. at H4291-93 .
227. In making the follow ing statement. ConqressmarrSandes did not even prEtend

that what hewas offsing was <nythingdiffe rent than what currmt law requires :

Our amendment requires that the NI H abide by current law and ensure that a
company that ecEives federally ow ned resQlrchor a federally owned drug provide
that product to the American public on reasonable terms. This is not a nEM!
issue. ..

Wh ile a reasonablepricing clause is not the only device that will protect the
investment thlt American tacpayers h""e made in numerous profitable drugs , this
amendmet t makes clear that conaress will not stand by while NIH turns over
valuable reseEh without some 818luation that thej;V"icecharged to consumes will
bereasonabl... s is required bycurrent faw .

Id. at H4291-92 (ernpha;isaddEd) . Despite this, newsreportsthefollowing day held this to
beadeparturefrom existing law . For instance, the New York Times, in its report, implied that
the provisions of the Sanders Amendment would require new legislation , rather than
enforcement of the existing Bayh-Dole statute:

In another demonstation of the sign ificance of the issue to lawmakelS, the
House today overWlelmingly passEd legislation offered by Rspresentaive Bemard
Sanders. a \ermont Independen t. thatwould require "reasonoiJ le pric ing" on drugs
d!Neloped throug h collaboraion bEtween the National Institutes of Health and
pharmaceutical companies.

The legislation, a responsEto chargesthat drug companies are overcharg ing
patents for drugs developlll in pat with federal money, does not establish a
specific formula for pricing the drugs . But is it intended to lower some drug
prices. Its prospets in the Senateare undear.

Robat Pear, In Policy Change, House Republicans Call for GovernmEnt Guarantee ofDr ug
Benelils . N.Y. Till ESo June 14, 2000, atA25.
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Historically, universities have placed greater emphasis on basic
scienceand the pursuit of knowledge than on the practical application
of scientific discoveriesf" However, from the 19205 through the early
1940s, cooperation between academia and industry began to grow,229
despite the disdainful view that many academics had of faculty
members who collaborated with industry.230 This disdain began to
dissipate as academic inventors themselvessought to commercialize
their researchby seeking patentsand licenses for university research
results , beginning on a large scale with the establishment of the
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation in 192~.1

The Bayh-Dole Act has undoubtedly spurred these collaborative
activities between universities and private enterprises. Since the
19805, there has been a dramatic increase in collaborations between
academic scientists, who still receive a substantial portion of their
funding from the government, and industry .232 This reflects a
slowdown in the growth of federal supportfor health-relatedresearch,
which has been caused by national policy shifts and the growth in
universities' commitments to commercialize their own research
themselves233 Increasingly, universities have started their own for
profit companies. In one notable case,a university , along with its
individual membersof the Board of Trustees,the university president,
and members of the faculty , owned equity in a compartr. According
to one recent study of 800 biotechnology faculty members at forty
research universities, 47% consulted with industry , nearly 25%
received industry-supported grants and contracts, and 8% owned
equity in a company whose productswere related to their researcli35

Perhaps more troubling was the finding that 30% of those with
industry funding said that their choice of research topics was

228. Sheldon Krimsky, University Entrepreneurship and the Public Purpose, in
COM M. ON ScIENTIF ICFREEDOM & RES PONSIBILlTY, AM. A ss OC FOR lHE ADVANCEMENT OF
Sci., BIOTECHNOLOGY ' PROFESSiONAl Iss UESAND Soc IALCoNcERNS 35 (P. DeForESt at al.
eds., 1998).

229. ..bHN P. SNANN , ACADEMIC SciENTISTS AND THE Ptw!MACEUTICAl INDUSTRY:
CoOPERATlVERESEARCH INTWENTIETH -CENTURYAMERICA 170 (1988).

230. Id. <i 24, 30-35.
231. David Blumenthal et at.,Commerdalizing Un iversity R. search 314 New ENG. J.

MED. 1621, 1621-26 (1986).
232. Udayan Gupta, Hungry for Funds. Universitie s Embrace Technology Transfer,

WALL Sr. J., July 1,1994, i1Al .
233. Steid.
234. Ste David Blumenthal, Academic-lndustry Relationships in the Life Sciences:

Extent, Consequence, and Manag971en~ 268 JAMA 3344, 3346 (1992).
235. Ste /d. <i 3345.
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influenced by their perceived commercial potential; only 7% of those
without industry support were likewise influenced.

In a survey of thirty-five universities with the largestgrantsfrom
the NIH and the National ScienceFoundation (NSF), the GAO found
that thirty-four had technology licensing offices ; by contrast, only
twenty-two had establishedsuchoffices before 1980.23& During fiscal
years 1989 and 1990, technologies developed with acknowiedgecP7

NIH or NSF funding accountedfor approximately 73% of all license
income.238

At many universities, private corporations can gain accessto
federally funded technologies throughmembership inindustrial liaison
programs(ILPs).23ll For an annual fee, corporatemembersare able to
attend researchsymposia and seminars and receive researchreports,
abstracts,and newsletters . This fee also buys corporate members
virtually unrestrictedaccessto faculty research prior to publication,
usually through interactions or consultations with university faculty.
In the GAO study mentioned above, thirty universities out of thirty
five surveyed had such a progral11~

Many ILPs offer membership to foreign companies. Twenty
four of the thirty-five ILPs examined had at least one foreign
member~" which raises questions about the appropriateness of
transferring U.S. taxpayer-funded technology to foreign countries 242

236. U.S. GEN. Acc OUNTING OFFICE GAO/RCED-92-104, University Research:
Controlling Inappropriate Acoess to Federally Funded Resmrch Results 11 (1992)
[hereinatlerGAO UNIVERSITY RESEARCHREP ORJ

237. As we have aready stted, one of the most daunting tasksis to discover the true
numbers , largely because the reported numbejs depend upon self-reporting . There is a
difference betwea1 whether technology is the product of fedEral funding, in whole or in part,
and whether an academic institution (or government agency) believes rt is. Because,in the
caseof academicinslilutions and businesses that mp beneft from federally funded resea:ch,
the decision to charadefize technology as publicly supported or not carries wrth lt the
decision to recognize public rights , including most espeially, the reasonableericinq clause
of the Bayh-Doie Act, the conflict of interest involved in such a decision makes the results of
such saf-rEPorting suspect by definition . SIB, e.g., GossElin & Jacobs,supra note 20
(d aiming that DNA reseach was partially funded by the fed8"al government despite the
inventors ' protesttions to the contrary); NAT'l INS TS OF HEAl1H, OFFIC EOF 1HE DIR.,
DETER "'NATION IN REPErmoN OF CEllf'RO, INC ., available at http://www.nih.gov/newsi
pr/aug97/nihb-C1.htm (last visited Feb. 10, 2001) [hereinafter CEll PRo DETER .. INATlON ]
(determining wheth8" to exercise march-in rights aga nst holders of a government-funded
patent) .

238. GA O UNIVERSITY RESEARCHREP OR,supra note 236, at 12.
239. Id. al17.
240. Id.
241. Id.
242. Nevertheless , note that this question is also separae and apat from the

appliCltlility of the Bayh-Dole Act The A ct makes no distinction between fore ign and
domestic patenteos, and, to the extent that fore ign enterprises obtain patents granted by the
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For example, approximately 50% of the Massachusettslnstitute of
Technology's (MIT) corporate ILP members were foreign, and,
together, they have early accessto the results of 86% of MIT's $500
million of federal research sUpport243 While the return to U.S.
taxpayers is questionable, university researcherscan earn generous
returns in the form of royalties and other incentives for
collaboration.s'"

Whether information gained through accessto federally funded
researchis subjectto the restrictionsof the Bayh-Dole Act, especially
its reasonable-pricing requirements, seems an almost unanswerable
question. The answer,however, is hardly daunting: To the extentthat
the language of the Act covers the research ,patentsgained through
that researcl'must bearthe Bayh-Dole legend, as well as be subjectto
the price-control and other requirements. To the extent that such
patentsfail to bear the legend, their owners are clearly misleading the
public about its rights .

Whetherthe lack of return to U.S. taxpayers is troubling depends
on how one characterizesthe missions of government,academia,and
industry. Despite the fact that private industry would never tolerate a
relationship in which the benefits of a particular investmentwould be
limited to the ambiguous notion of an unaudited and vaguely defined
return , an analogous argument is often proposed to justify similar
public benefits from taxpayer-funded research . This argument
proposesthat researchsubsidizedwith public funds,whether funneled
through industry, academia, or a combination of the two, repays
taxpayers through the marketing of new products. This view is held
by NIH leaders, who are more concerned with developing and
commercialiZing inventions than with ensuring that the government is
repaid for its investment or controlling the price at which new
technologiesare sold.24s Of course, the NIH's position is at odds with

u.s. Paent and Trademalk Office, the underlying innovations of which are due to federal
funding consistentwith the Bayh-Dole Act, those patentsdemand the Bayh-Dole iegend as
well. Thus, the question of the appropriatenessof foreign benefits basedon U .S. taxpayer
supported rSalrch is simply heightened when those patentsseape Bayh-Dole oversight, and
the situa ion is doubly inappropriate

243. H.R. REP. No. 102-1052, a 7 (1992).
244. Sre id. It 9-11.
245. One repot noted:

The National Institutes of Health is not equipped ,either by its expertise or by its
legislltive m<rldae, to anayze private sector product pricing decisions , NIH
Director Bemadine Heay said Feb. 24.

. . . Healy sad that NI H can contribute to assessrTllts of pricing by
providing "expert technical advice and the relaive merits of various products ,as
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the Bayh-Dole Act, which is not satisfied with an unaudited return, but
demandsthat the public receive a demonstrableand valuable benefit
by restricting pricing to levels that are reasonable .

Not surprisingly, many in industry agree with the ephemeral
return argument,assertingthat government's role is merely to serveas
the catalyst for useful , marketable inventions . As the head of one
biotech company stated:

The purposeof governmentbasic researchis not simply to provide
employmentfor scientists .. . [but) . . . also to conduct researchthat can
improve our standardof living, improve our health and welfare, and
improve the competitivenessof U.S. firms. The bottom line in which
theseobjectives are measuredis in the market place, not just in the
laboratory.24S

It is true that government and academic researcherstypically
ernphasizelonger-term. basic research,which is a markedly different
emphasisthan industry's short-term,market-drivenaims. The conflict
between socially and commercially valuable goals goesto the heart of
the concernsregarding public-private combinations. For instance,the
virtual absence of anti-addiction medications-only two such
treatmentshave been marketed in the last thirty years-illustratesthe
possible resulp47 The Medications Development Division of the
National Inst itute on Drug Abuse is intended to be a catalyst for
private sectorR&D, which it prefersto conduct through CRADAs. 248

Despite an estimated three million people with opiate and cocaine
addictions in the United StateSQnly two anti-addiction CRADAs have
been established with industrf.9

w ell as the difficu lty of the discovery by informing polic ymake rs and potential
regulators of the cost of NIH 's role in the co-d....elopmenl of such poducts .·

However, for the NI H to undellake pricing analysa; or regulation ·w ould
radically change its fundamental natura potentially undermine its resea-ch
mission, and place it squaely in conflict with its technology transfer
responsibilrties," acmrd ing to Healy.

Drugs: NIH Said Nol Equipped to AnalyzePric ing Decisionsof Private Firms , DAILY REP.
FOR ExECUTIVES (BN A) NO.9 (F eb. 25, 1993) [hlJeinafter NIH Not Equipped,; seea/so infra
notes 294 -3 13 aid accompaiyinq text (d iscussing theCa/Pro litiga tion) .

246. The Bayh-Do/e Act, A Review of Palenl/ssuesin Federal ly Funded Resmrch:
Hearing Before the Subcomm on Patents. Copyr ights & Trademarks oftheS. Comm on the
Judiciary , 103d Cong o93 (1994) (staement of Barbara Co nta, Dir., Regeneron Pharm.
Corp .).

247. INS!. OF MEO., THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEDICATIONS FORTHE TREATME,,"" OF
OPIATE AND Cae AlNEADDICTIONS: I5SUESFORTHE GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE SEc TOR1
(Carolyn E. Fulco et aI. eds , 1995) .

248. See id. <t80-81.
249. /d. <t81 .
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VII. CONF LICTS OF INTEREST

A conflict exists betweenthe purportedobjectivity of scienceand
the potential bias introduced by commerc ial interestg250 At a
theoretical level, Henry Etzkowitz argues that the increasingly strong
ties between scienceand industry are not in conflict with legitimate
scientific goals; rather, they representthe emergence of new norms
about the proper conduct of scienc~51 Etzkowitz believes that
internal pressureSrom reducedfederal funding have driven the rise of
entrepreneurial science, while externally, technology-transfe r
legislation hasencourageduniversity researchersc view their work in
new, economically relevant ways.252 Nonetheless,the new model
raises concerns about conflicts of interest For example, a tension
exists between the academic and governmental mandate to publish
research results rapidly in order to disseminate knowledge and the
commercial pressureson industry to keep research confidential.253

This is especially troubling in areas of basic research .
A GAO report acknowledges that the problems surrounding the

flow of information between governmental, industrial, and academic
partnerscan be problematic: "[T]he public interest is better served if
the Government ensuresthat appropriate controls and safeguardsare
in place governing who gets the accsssto, and ultimately will benefit
from , the resultsof federally funded research .·... One concern is that ,
in the rush topatent ,powerful researcttools may becomeinaceessible
to the research community .255 Another study revealed serious
concernsaboutthe free flow of information among biomedical faculty
at leading universities due to their allegiancesto so many competing
companie~ The Bayh-Dole Act allows federal agenciesto prohibit
public disclosureof an invention for "a reasonabletime in order for a

250. Robert K. Merton, A Note on Scienceand Derrocracy, 1 J. L EGAL & Pol . Sci.
115, 11 6-26 ~942).

251. Sm He nry Etzkowitz , Entrepreneurial scieo» in the Acaderry: A Caseof the
Transforrration of Norms, 36 &>e. f'RollS. 14 (1989) .

252 ta. a 17.
253. Id.
254. Conflict of Interest, Ftotection of Public Ownership, in Drug Development Deals

Between Tax-Exempt,Federally SupportedLabsand the Pharmaceutical Industry Hearing
Before the Subcommon Regulation, Bus. Opportunities, & Tech. of the House Comm. on
SfTBlIB us, 103d Co ng o40 (1993) [ heleinafler 1993 Conflict of Interest Hooringj (tes timony
of Jim Wel ls, Assoc OiL, Energy & Sci. Issues,Res.,Cmty., & Econ. DEW. Div., U.S. Gen.
Accounting Cffice).

255 . NAT'l INSTS OF HEALTH , PANEL REP OR T OF THE FOR UM ON SpONSORED

RES EARCHAGR EEMENTS PERSP ECTIVESO!mOOK, AND POLIC y D EVEl OPM ENT 3 (1994).
256. S6il Sheldon Krimsky et al ., Academic-Corporate Ties in Biotechnology: A

Quantitative Study,16 Sci., TEe H, & HUM AN V ALUES 275,275-287 (1991).
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Another conflict of interest exists with respect to what is
essentially the self-reporting arrangement by which federally funded
institutions decide whether inventions are the product of federal
funding and whether such inventions should bear the Bayh-Dole
legend. Thesearetwo separatequestions,of course. Apart from the
clear temptationto err on the side of nondisclosure ,note that the latter
issue is somewhat more complex than whether the invention is a
product of federal funding. 26s Becausethe system is one of self
reporting, there is no reason to believe-except for pure faith, of
course-that , where millions of dollars are at stak~66 such
institutions , even when they understand that the legend is required,
will decide to adopt the legend, especially knowing that there is no
meaningful penalty for failure to do so.

VIII. FAIL URE TO U NDE RSTAND AND A SSERTM ARCH-IN R IGHTS

Becausepatentsare obtained in secret ,there is no way to know
whether recipients have acknowledged the govemment's support and
its rights to the invention, as required by law, until after the patent is
granted. Yet the regulations adoptedby the government soonafter the
Bayh-Dole Act's enactmentestablishedthat, if the appropriate legend
were discovered to be miss ing, the government's right to march-in
could only be invoked if assertedNithin sixty days after the discovery

265. SfEJ supra notes 133-145 ...d ao::omp<nying text.
266. A recent GAO report reveas the statling ly large sums involved: The University

of Califomia received S63.0oo ,OOOannually in licensingfees based on morEthanone billion
dollars of annual federal funding; sta nford received $43,000,000 annually: Columbia,
$40,000,000; Michigan StatEl $17,000,000; the University of Wisconsin at Madison ,
$13,000,000. All told , universities polled in the GAO report received $208,000,000 in 1996
for licensing. JIou lNISTRAT ION OF THE BAVW-DolE ACT. supra note 2, at 10 . How likely is it
that those institutions that have their own constituencies, espll:ially those that frequently
complain of unde~unding , as universities often do,wi ll willingl y put these kinds of f unds at
risk for federal appropiation? Consider this reent new; item:

Universities also have becomeadeptat lapp ing . .. health-rElated royalties, which
totaled roughly $300 million in 1996, almost triple the 1991 level.

Profits on drugs that emergefrom university labs offer the bigges tpotential
for the fedEfllI govemmEntto get a retum on its research investmmt However, It
would also raise the hacl<1es of the education lobby, which would fight to keep
university royalties ftowing undiluted by any federa cut.

"A t a time when academic medical canters are struggling from Medicare
and Medicaid cutbacks, trying to tax another small revenuestrean they may get
from royalties doesn't make any sense to me: says David Korn, a senior vice
presidEnt at the Association of American Medical Colleges.

Chris A dans & Gardiner Harris, When NIH Helps Discover Drugs, Shou ld Talopllyers Share
WfEJlth?, WAlL Sr . J., June 5, 2000, IlB1
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of the contractor's failure to disclose the invention.2lS7 Both the
government and the funded entities admit that the Act has not been
policed and, at the same time, offer varied excusesfor that neglect,
which range from the impossibility of proving that an invention was
really conceived while the project was receiving governmentfunding
to the limited time available to unearth such proOfS

Effectively, the government has enacted a statuteof limitations
against itself that makes enforcement of the Act impossible and
abrogates all public rights to Bayh-Dole patents . With only two
people at the NIH charged with handling invention information
coming from thousands of funding agreements awarded each y.jt
is virtually impossible to discover and notify all, or even most,
violators of the Act within sixty days. While the NIH has
implemented a computerized system for handling invention
information in responseto an investigation by its Inspector General,

267. 35 U.S.C. § 202(cj(6) (1994) ; 37 C.F.R.§ 401.3(aj (2000). Togelh..- , these IUles
requlrs that standa-d plKent rights clauses be pat of every subjed funding arrangement.
Pursuantto 37 C .F.R. § 401.14, thefollowing legend has to be inluded in any paentsubje::l
to the regulations : " This invention was made with governmEnt support und..- (identify the
contrect; awarded by Identify the Federal agency) The govemment has certain rights in the
invent ion." 37 C.F.R. § 401.14(1)(4) (2000) (interna l quotations omitted) . However, if a
contrador obtains a patent without including the legend in the patent, the government must
(1) discoverthis failure and (2) attemptto regain title to the invention . The governmEnt has
compounda:l the difficu lty of its task by including in its regulltiollS the requirement thal:
"the agency may only request title within 60 days after leaming of the failure of the
oontractor to discloseor electwithin the spe<ified nmes ." Id. § 401.14 (d)( I ). What makes
this even more troub lesome is that the regUlations do not spedfy whelh..- the gov..-nment
must actually be aware of the absence of the legend or whether" construdive know ledge"
will suffice. Becausepalents are a matter of public record, one of the first argumEnts an
errant contractor can be expected to make is that the govemment constructivEly knows of
each issued paent and , thus , the sixty-d, period has pssed.

268. Univers ities, for example , admitted tha they had somedifficulty comp lying with
Bayh-Dole '5 reporting requirement:

Each of the universities visited had systems that allowed them to track dales and
meet reporting deadlines for all Bayh-Dole requirements. However, some
university officials noted tha detellTlining compliance with certain requirements
can be difficult. For example , as noted above, it may be difficult to tell when an
invention actually was conceived or when the univers ity f irst learned of it.
University offic ials told us that, as a practical matter, it may not be poss ibleto
know whether an invention exists unbl there is at leasta prlliminary patent seach .
Thus, howto meet the requirement in the regulalions to report al inventi on within
2 months is uncl.r.

ADM INISTRATION OF THEBAYH -DOLEACT, supra note 2, at 12-13. Notethatthegovemment,
the universities, or both have lliled, once agan, to understaid the terms of the Act. The two
month period is the period in which the gov..-nment, not the university, is required to act in
order to take title to invenbons that are not plllpeiy reported.

269. OFFIC EOF INSPECTOR GEN., DEP'T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SER VS, NIH
OvERS IGHT OFEx'rRAMURAL RESEARCH INVENTIONS 3 (1994) [hereinafter NI HOvERs IGHT OF
ExTRAMURAL RESEARCHI·
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budget pressurespreclude the agency from hiring additional staff for
theseactivities.270 To make matters worse, the NIH would have to
conduct thousands of investigations every year in order to discover
legend omissions. In order to police this kind of "negative" violation,
the NIH would have to audit every patent granted to contractorsor
anyone operating with their authority. This additional procedure
would amount to more than 100,000 investigations annually .271
Finally, the NIH has abdicated its responsibility by announcing that it
hasno interestin enforcing theseprovisions of the Bayh-Dole Act and
by operating what has been referred to as a "lackadaisical" "honor
system" with "a policy of 'don 't ask, don't tell and don't pursue.' 272

Enforcementof the Bayh-Dole Act is further weakened because
of the astonishing and virtually unbelievable fact that the govemment
does not understand,let alone acknowledge, the nature of its march-in
rights . To a large extent, government agencies , when addressing
march-in rights, confuse them with a simple utilization or working
requirements" This failure to understandthe full impact of the Bayh-

270. Telephone interview with Sue Ohata Nafl Insts. of Health , D ir.. Div . of
Extramura Invention Reports (M<v15, 1995).

271. Over 100.000 new pGtentsare issued by the U.S. Pat",t and Trademark Office
annuall y. Morton Inri Inc . v. Cardinal Chem. Co., 5 F.3d 1464, 1472 (Fed . Cir . 1993)
(Mayer , J., concurring). A seach of the pGtentsissuedby the office between Jan. 1, 1999,
and Jan. 1, 2000, for instance, reveals that there were 154,485 patentsissuEd; this number is,
unsurp risingly, increasing. The figure for a similar period betwe8'\ 1994 and 1995 was only
102,230. And this does not include patents issuEdabroad that are also subject to the Bayh
Dole rules. For instance, the European Paent Office , just one pat, though a substantial one,
of the international patent regimE\ issues about 24,000 new paents annually out of
approximately 126,000 nE'" applications each year. Samson Helfgott, Super2 P Group
NeNs, 18 ItorrELL . PRoP. L. NEWsL . 32, 34 (2000); David W . Okey, Constitutionality of a
Multi-National Pale nl Sj<S191l, Part 1/, 81 J. PAT. & TRAOEMAR K OFF. Sec 'y 927, 959 n.144
(1999). The point of all this, however, is not to show how daunting a task it would be to
police this effectively . Instead , these nurnbas S8'\dthe clear messagEtocontractors that they
"'"' ignore or violate the Bayh-Dole Act with effective impunity . Note tha, since the
saipps-Sandozdeal came undE< scruUny In 1993, the NIH has 19ain invesUgated contraeors
and dlscovseo similarly large and grate violations of the Bayh-Dole Act, with no
explanaions offered by the contractors . U.S. GEN . Ace OUNrING OFFICe GAO/RCED-99
242, TEC f*lOLOGY TRANS FER: REPORTING REQlJIREM ENTS FOR FEOER ALLY SF>oNs OREO
INVENTIONS NEEO REVIS ION2 (1999) [hereinafter RepOR TI~eQUIREM ENrsl

272. Underreporting Federallnvolvemen( sUpi'a note 105, at 2 (statement of Hon.
Ron Wyden, U.S. Congrssman,Or.); seealso Mark Z . Barabak, U.S. May Be Losing Out on
Medical Res6llfch, SAN DIEGO UNION -TRIBUNE, July 12, 1994, at C1 (reporting on the
widesprea:! noncompliancewith the Bayh-Dole Act among rsseach universities andquoting
Congressman VWden).

273. In one of the most recant governm8'\t reports on the administralon of the Bayh
Dole Act , the GAO comm itted the fatal error of confusing march-In rights with simple
work ing requirements w ithout regald to pricing or the other guarantees of public benefit
which were supposedo be the raison d'eire of the A ct Describing universities ' obligations
under the Bayh-Dole Act, the report erroneously states , "The university must attempt to
dewelop the invention. Otherwise , the govemment retains the right to take control of the
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Dole Act , and certainly its most profound element-a reasonable
pricing requirement extending broadly acrossall inventions that are
produced as a result of federal funding (including
pharmaceuticals}-means that even minimal oversight has no
signiflCance?74 The GAO recently reported massive violations of the
Bayh-Dole Act,27S However, becauseit failed to understandthe true
breadth of march-in rights-that is, of reasonable pricing
requirements-itfailed to understandthe import of those violations.
The report simply noted that , absent responsible reporting by
contractors. the government would lose its right to work those
inventions itself.276 But becausethere is no real possibility that the
governmentwould work any of those inventions, the failure to report
was, at best , interesting trivia. Had the GAO reported that the public
has lost its right to require reasonably priced drugs, such a report
would have had a meaningful impacf"

The GAO's ignorance of march-in rights is not the end of the
story, because,as it turns out, contractors,including universities, are
engaging in regular, recurring, and unexplained violations of the
Act.278 The most serious violation is the complete failure to report the
patents that they obtain due to government funding .279 This failure
manifestsitself most immediately in patentsthat do not bear theBayh
Dole legend. Obviously, without serious and expensive investigation

invention ." AOMINISTRATION OF THE BAYH-DOLE ACT, supra note 2, at 4. But, of course , the
requirement is not thit the university simply " dEWelop" the invention; the responsibility of the
university, or of any contractor subjed to the A ct, is to ensue that the invention is priced
reasoneoly. The fa ilure of contractors to do so is surely outweighed , on the scale of what
might be accsptabta by the governments utter failure to understand its responsibility to
police the Act proper ly and knowngly.

274. Se9 35 U.S.C. § 201(b)-(c),(e) (1994) (defining the terms "f unding agrEement,"
"c ontractor," and ' subjocl invention," respoctively) .

27 5 . REP O R TlNcf<:EQU1REM ENTS , supra note 271, at 6 .
276. 'd. 3115-19.
277. This is how the governm",t reported violations of the Bayh-Dole Act:

Federal agencies and their contractors and grantees are not complying with
provisions on the disdosure, report ing, retenlion, and licensing of federally
sponsoed inventions under the regu laions implementing the Bayh-Dole Act and
Executive Order 12591. In our review of more than 2,000 pasnts issued in
calenda- year 1997 as well as an Inspedor Geneal 's draft report on 12 large
grantees of the National Institutes of Health, we found that the database for
recording the govemments royalty-fr ee licenses are inaccurate, incomplete, and
inconsistent aid thatsome inventions a-enot being recorded it all. As a result, the
govEf'nment is not always aware of federally sponsorlll inventions to which it has
royalty-f ree rights.

'd. 312.
278. 'd. at6.
279. 'd. it 10-12.
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of each and every government contractor(or worse, their undisclosed
transferees),there is no way the government can discover inventions
that were patented without its knowledge. As a recent report found :

In July 1999,the InspectorGeneralsubmitteda draft reportto NIH on
the most recent review and concluded that compliance with Bayh-Dole
requirementsremainedinsufficient. The InspectorGeneralfound that,
of 633 medically relatedpatentsissuedto the 12 granteesin calendar
year 1997,490 were recordedin Edison. The remaining143 patents
were not in Edison, and thEpatents did not include government interest
statements. After comparing the information in the 143 patentswith
information from NIH's grant records, the Inspector General concluded
that all 143 inventions most likely resulted from NIH-sponsored
researchand questionedthe 12 granteesabout these findings. The
grantees then reviewedtheir records and agreed that 79, or 55.2 percent,
of the 143 inventionswere in fact supportedwith NIH's funding. The
granteesalsoacknowledged thatthey hadnot properly notified NIH of
the inventions or included a statemenlontheir patentapplicationsthat
the inventions had been createdwith federal support. They did not
agree that the remaining 64 patents resulted from govemment
sponsoredresearcR'.o

The failure to include the legend is a kind of insurance against
discovery and , without mincing words, amounts to theft of
government property and ongoing fraud of massiveproportions. The
GAO figure-143 unreported medically related patentsout of a total
of 633 such patents-yields a failure rate of about 25%, and , of course,
this is a rate that the GAO has discovered without the kind of intensive
investigation necessaryto uncover the true dimensions of the fraud. 281

Even the contractors' admission of 79 unreported inventions out of
633 yields a 13% failure rate 282 Equally shocking is the GAO 's
conclusion that contractors fail to comply with the Bayh-Dole Act's
general reporting requirements (that is , the required combination of
both the Bayh-Dole legend and a confirmatory government license
statement)at a rate of 94% !283 In what seemsto be a typ ical situation,
the GAO visited ten governmentcontractorsand examined the patents
obtained by those contractors without regard to government
funding. 284 The GAO found that thesecontractorstypically failed to

280. 'd. at 12-13.
281. 'd.
282. 'd. at 13.
283. 'd. at 6 n Wlh ile 2.083 paents issued in 1997 had eith... a gov...nment interest

staternmt or a confi rmatory licenseon file, only 128. or 6.1 percent. we re recorded in both
daaoases."J

284. Id. at 1-2. 6-7. 12,27.
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report about20% of the patentassued tothem, eventhough they were
subjectto the Bayh-Dole Act reporting requirernentsf" What is again
shocking is that, when confronted with this evidence, none of the
contractors were able or willing to explain why they failed to take
steps necessaryto reveal that they were in wrongful possessionof
government properti86

Although the recent GAO and other reports on the Bayh-Dole
Act indicate some continuing governmental interest in the indifference
that contractorshave demonstratedtoward their responsibilities under
the Act, little has been done. This is surely due to the fact that even
the GAO fails to understandexactly what it is investigating . It seems
thoroughly obvious that the most serious consequenceof a failure to
report the government interest in granted patents is that the
government will not be able to police the pricing of inventions for
which the public has already paid. With that at stake, the GAO's
interest in discovering individual and systematic failures to comply
should be high and its investigations well motivated. But the GAO
does not understandthe stakes;instead,the GAO itself has statedthat
the failure to report meansthat the governments unable to exercise its
royalty-free license when contractorsdo not comply, even though , in
the same breath, the GAO notes that such a license is rarely used~7

285. Id. It 12. Spu:ifically, the GA O found that:

During visits to 10 contractors and grantees.we asked the contractors and
granteeswhe ther there might be federaly sponsorllf inventions that had not been
reported at all. In this regard ,we rev'iewed other paents that were issuedto them
during ca enda year 1997 that did not contain govemment interest stateneots and
for which no confirmatoJY Iicenseswere on file at PTO. In ea:h case, we asked
ccntrac cr or grantee officials to show us from the records available how they
determined thlt the inventions were not the result of govenment funding.

Our review of 56 paen ts showed that 11, or 19.6 percent, of the 56
inventions in question had not been reported even though the inventions appeaed
to have been the result of govemment funding . Officials from the five contracto rs
and gr",tees responsiblefor these 11 patents agrEedwith our findings but did not
explain why the inventions had not been reported. A gain, each had systsn s
designed to ensue thlt all government-sponsorlll inventions were disdosed .

{d.
266. {d. It is tempting to be more sanguineand rnaritable and rnaraderize this simply

as a"fai lure to comply" or, as the GAO put it, " inventions [that] had not been reported." Id.
But the Bayh-Dole Act march-in rights we, as is true of ma1Y rights ,a type of property , and
what Ca1be phrasedas a "f ailure to compl y" is, in reality, wrongful possessiorof property.
This is, at the vef least, a kind of conversion.

287. Id. at2 ("A s aresutt [of widesprlBd Bayh-Do le noncompliance), the government
is not always awwe of federally sponsoredinventions to which ~ has royalty-free rights.").
In a cond uding sadion of its most recentlllView of the Ba,'h-Do le Act, entitled "The Prima l)'
Use of a License Is for ReselCh ",d Infringement Protection," the GAO reports ,

No government wide data exist on how the governmmt actually uses its royalty
fr ee licansss, and age cies did not have I9CCrds showing how often and under what
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With so little apparently at stakein the GAO's mind. it is no wonder
that the Bayh-Dole Act is not enforced. It seernsclear, then . that the
Bayh-Dole Act will never be enforced until the trueiature of march-in
rights are understood and the price-control rights vested in the
government are recognized .

As an example of the government's continuing confusion and
ignorance regarding the price-control provisions of the Bayh-Dole
Act, consider that in its most recent report. the GAO accurately
identified some fatal flaws of the administration of the Bayh-Dole Act
but omitted discussion of the price-control provision. 288 In doing so.
the GAO utterly failed to identify the most devastating::onsequence of
noncompliancewith the Bayh-Dole Act. the absenceof price controls.
believing instead that the true loss suffered by the public was the
underutilization of royalty-free government licenses. As the GAO
concluded:

Federal agencies are not SUfficiently aware of the royalty-free rights the
government has to inventions subject to the Bayh-Dole Act and
Executive Order 12591. This is becausethewo primary resources for
information on federally sponsored inventions-the Government
Register and the patent database-are inaccurate. incomplete, and
inconsistent. These errors and omissionsare the result of federal
funding agencies'. contractors'. and grantees' not always complying
with reportingrequirementsthatarethemselvesoftencomplicatedand
redundant289

Clearly . the GAO is wrong. It is not that the government is "not
sufficiently aware of the royalty-free rights [that it] has" but that the
government is not at all aware of its price-control authoritr.

The GAO has misread the Bayh-Dole Act on more than one
occasion. In a 1998 review of Bayh-Dole and university research,the

circurnstaices these licenses have beEn employed. Agency officials told us,
however, that they value the royalty-free license; because they allow the
governmentto usethe inventions without concernabout possible chalenges that
the use was unauthorized. The agEncy officials also noted that, while the
governmentcan use its royalty-f ree licensesto reduceprocurementcosts in those
casesin which royalties are disclostll as a cost elementin the contract, suchcases
sadorn ooeur.

Id. It 17.
288. Id. at 19 (failing to recognize the government's inability to control prices under

the current Bayh-Dole administnti on).
289. Id.
290. Clearly, the GAO has failed to incorporate into its undesta nding of march-in

rights the notion that • pra::tical application: as defined in the sttute, requires public
availability upon reasonable term.r-not simply public av<ilability. 35 U.S.C. § 201(f)
(1994).
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GAO described , or, more accurately , misdescribed, the nature of
march-in rights :

The universitymustattemptto develop the invention. otherwise,the
government retainsthe right to take control of the invention. The
government also may take control of the invention for other reasons,
suchasa needto alleviate healthor safetyconcerns. This provisionis
referredto in the law as the government's "march-in" rigttt~l.

But, of course,this is the sameerror compounded. The university , or
any federally funded contractorsubjectto the Bayh-Dole Act (which
was extended to large businesseSn many casesby Executive Order
12,591r 2 is required to do far more than "develop" the invention. By
the terms of the Act , the contractormust take stepsto ensurethat the
invention is made available to the public at a reasonableprice, and,
one may assume,at other reasonable terms, to the extent that those
terms are in some way importarif3

The GAO is not alone in its failure to understandand recognize
the price-control mechanism inherent in Bayh-Dole march-in rights .
In the only known casein which march-in rights were demanded ,the
govemmentand commentators togethefailed to fully grasp the notion
of march-in rights .2lW In 1994, Johns Hopkins University and others
sued CeliPro for the infringement of patentsthat had been funded by
the NIH. 295 In 1997, a jury found CellPro liable for infringement.296

CeliPro then petitioned the NIH to institute march-in procedures
against the patent owners, seeking an order that would require Johns
Hopkins to licenseCellPro to use the patent"on reasonableterms" or,
alternatively , to havethe NIH issue alicense directly to CellProso that
it could work the patent~97 CellPro apparently assertedhat this was
necessarybecauseof health or safety needs or, alternatively , because
Johns Hopkins had failed to achieve "practical application ."299
Actually , it is not clear whether CellPro made this exact allegation,
which would have been proper under the statute,becausethe NIH, in
its determination, stated that CellPro had instead assertedthat Johns

291. AOMINISTRAnON OF lHEBAYH-D OLEA er. supra nole 2, a14.
292 . Exec. Order No. 12,591,3 C.F.R. 220 (1988) .
293. 35 U.S.C. § 201(I). Although our discussion of "r easonable lerms· shows thaI

price is al least one decisive fador. Congross's decision to use the broader term seems 10
contemplae other factors as well . These might include whether the produd is available in
small and I..-ge qua1tities and my other terms considsed subjet to reasonability constraints .

294. Sill Johns Hopkins Univ. v. CeliPro , 978 F. SUpp. 184 (COel. 1997).
295. Id. al186.
296. Id. al191-92.
297. Se9CELLPRoDETER MINATION , supra note 237.
298. Id.
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Hopkins had "failed to take reasonable steps to commercialize the
technology ."299 This was probably sloppinesson the part of the NIH,
because its determination explores in depth-although ineffectually
and mistakenly-whether "practical application" was in fact
achieved~oo In the end, the NIH rejectedCellPro's petition, but it did
so based on a misreading of the applicable statute and regulat\lCln.

In its determination, the NIH found that Johns Hopkins had
"clearly met" the requirement for practical application .302 The NIH
found that Johns Hopkins and its licensees had sold the invention
"worldwide," that machines incorporating the patent had been
installed in many medical centers,and that Johns Hopkins and its
licensees (namely Becton-Dickinson and Baxter Healthcare
Corporation) had "aggressively defended [their] patents in court ."303
The NIH determination concluded that thesestepsevidenced that the
patent owners had taken effective measures to achieve practical
application .3OoI Additionally , the NIH found that Johns Hopkins '
licensing and Baxter's manufacture, practice, and operation of the
patented technology demonstratedits availability to and use by the
public to the extent required by laW?5

However, the NIH's determination was clearly wrong . The NIH
treated "practical application" as if it merely required licensing ,
manufacture,practice, operation, availability, and use; however, these
conditions are not enough.3oe In fact, these actions merely constitute
working the patent,a standardCongressrejectedas a minimal trigger
for march-in rights under the Bayh-Dole Acp07 Instead, the Bayh
Dole Act adopted amore stringentstandard. Apatent mustbe worked
and made "available to the public on reasonableterms.v" Among
other things, the NIH completely failed to determine whether Johns

299. Id.
300 . Id.
301. Id.
302. Id.
303. Id.
304. Id.
305. Id.
306. The stiute is clea , Mere availability is insufficient. The staute requires

availab ility on " reason<ble terms." 35 U.S.C. § 201(' (1994).
307. The langu'lle of the staute suffices to demonstate that merely working the

paent is insuffic ient. See id. However, the statutory history shows evenmore clearly that,
although industry would have prEferred simple availability, c onaressrejected thit standant
1979 Smale Sa . Hearings. supra note 46, at 221 (statemeit of Pet... F. Mc Closkey)
(suggestingthat it should be sufficient that an mvennon ' is being wo rked or that its bendits
are available to the publicon reasonable tlflT1S or through reasonablelicensing a~ang..-nents·

(emphasis adds)).
308. 35 U.S.C § 201(~ .
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Hopkins and its licensees demanded reasonable terms~09 This
conclusion is not surprising because the NIH determination began with
a mischaracterization of CellPro's position as claiming that Johns
Hopkins did not "commercialize" the invention, when the statutedoes
not address "commercialization." The statute addresses the
reasonableness of the terms of commercialization-not
commercialization by itself.310 The NIH, in other words, confused
"practical application," which requires working and reasonableterms,
with a simple working or utilization requirement.

The NIH's determination not only flies in the face of the
legislative history, it is also flatly inconsistentwith the languageof the
Act itself, the "policy and objective" of which are explained in the
Act's introductory paragrapti11 That language explains that the Act
intends to "protect the public against nonuse or unreasonableuse of
inventions. ''312 Therefore it is crystal clear thatsimple utilization is not
sufficient to justify continued title under the Bayh-Dole Act. Such
utilization must be reasonableand, as later sectionsof the Act make
clear, reasonable use means achieving "practical application," which
entails reasonable price terrri§~

Unfortunately, not only has the NIH determination failed,
resisted, or refused to understand and apply march-in rights
appropriately. The published commentary on the determination also
fails to grasp the legal issues involved. In Patents, Products, and
Public Health: An Analysis of the Cel/Pro March-In Petition, the
authorsconflate "practical application" with simple commercialization
or utilization.P'" In praising march-in rights, the authors conclude:

Despiteeconomicincentivesto license,therearetimeswhen march-in
may be necessary. . .. For example, a company may exclusively
license certain patents primarilyto raise capital or to blockcompetitors.
If the patentownerhaslicensedwithoutmilestonesand benchmarksjt
loses the ability to addressproblems of public availability of the
technology. . .. Because march-in authority is such a blunt and
powerful meansto ensurethata government-fundedtechnology does
not languishto the detriment of the public, it exerts an in terrorem
effecton the conductof funding recipientsandexclusivelicensees....
Thus, exclusivelicenseesare encouraged by the presence of the march-

309. SeeCELL PRoDETER MINATION, supra note 237.
310. 35 U.SC. § 201(~

311. 35 U.S.C.A. § 200 ~est 1984 & Supp. 2000)
312. Id. (ernphesis a:lded)
313. 35 U.S.C. § 201(~.

314. SeeBarbara M. McGarey & Annette C. LeVE¥, Patents. Products, and Public
Health: An Analysis of theCel/Pro March-In Petition, 14 BER KELEY TEC H L.J. 1095 (1999).
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in authority to develop or sublicensea technology, both of which
benefit the pUblic~15

But the Bayh-Dole Act is not simply about "public availability,"
avoiding "languishing," or simple "development." It requires more
than that. The Act requires the contractor to ensure that the public
investrnent is protectedby assuringthat the invention is sold at a fair
and reasonable price1.16 An invention for which the public hasalready
paid the price of R&D must be available on reasonable terms?"
Otherw ise, the public pays tw ice, and the contractor receives the
"windfall prof it" that Congress sought to avoid.16

IX. T HE NIH' SA BDICATION OF OVERSIGHT

Increasing the NIH's accessto grantee data would bolster its
position in its relationshipswith its grantees . The extentto which the
NIH is in a weak position in relation to its grantees,by virtue of its
lack of information , is illustrated below. A highly publicized
arrangement between the Scripps Research Institute (Scripps), a
biomedical research organizat ion, and the Swiss-based Sandoz
Pharmaceutical Corporation illustrates the NIH's sometimes-lax
oversight of its funding arrangementsand, at the same time, raises
serious concerns over returns on taxpayer investrn~JlIt .

Scripps' dealings with Sandoz created a stir after the two
inst itutions signed a ten-year contractunder which Scripps was slated
to receive $30 million a year over the life of the agreement in
exchangefor first option on exclusive licenses by Sandoz to virtually
all of Scripps' inventions.32o The proposed agreement provided
Sandoz representationon Scripps ' board, the right to review Scripps'
invention disclosure reports before they were submitted to the NIH,
and the right to move research from Scripps to Sandoz anywhere in the
world. 321 Because Scripps was expected to receive around $700

315. Id. at1113.
316. S.., supra notes 175-227 "'d accornpaiy inq text (di scussing the BayhOole Act's

legislative history).
317. Seesupra notes 175-227 ald aa;omplllying text.
318. See supra notes 175-227 .d accompaiyinq text.
319. See Underreporling Federallnvolveroon( supra note 105, at 5-7 (testimony of

Michae l R. Hill, Assis la1t inspector Gen., Dep't of Health & Human SErVS.) (noting
' f undame nlal problsns with .. l\IH oversight" ).

320. Philip J. Hilts, Health Chief Assails Deal Betwe6l U.S. ResearchLab and Swiss
Company; N.Y. TIM E~ Mar. 12, 1993, at A16; SEe also 1993 Conflict of Interest Hearing ,
supra note 254, at 7-14 (1993) (testimony of BernadineHealy, Dir ., Nat'l Insts. of Health)
(critici z ing the Sa ipps-Smdoz dEllI).

321. NAT'L INSTS OF HEALTH , PANEL REP OR TOF THE FORUM ON 5roNS OREC
RESEARCHA GREEMENTS: PERSPECTIVESOunOOK , ANC POLIcy DEVELOPM ENT 9 (1994).
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million in public funding from the NIH over the ten-year contract
period, many viewed this agreementas a public subsidy to a foreign
corporation that would fac ilitate the export of American technology
and impose seriousconstra intson the flow of scientific knowledge ,322
Because of the public controversy surrounding the contract, it was
renegotiated so that Sandoz would pay $20 million, rather than $30
million, per year, in exchange for first-refusal rights to 47% of
Scripps' researcA~3

While the Scripps-Sandoz deal may not have violated the letter of
the Bayh-Dole Act , it was clearly contrary to its spirit, One of the
statute's main objectives, "to promote the commercialization and
public availability of inventions made in the United Statesby United
States industry and labor," was virtually ignored.324 In addition, the
law was enactedto encouragesmall businessfirms to participate in
federally supported R&D etforts.325 Although the codifying
regulations state that Congress did not intend to prevent nonprofit
organizations from providing big firrns with invention options ,326 the
Act was not intended to be a subsidy to large firms that are presumably
well equipped to compete in the marketplacef" However, the Act
contains no means of enforcing the small business or domestic
preferences,and the Scripps-Sandozdeal shows that contractors are
willing to ignore them.328 What is probably worse , however , is that
this arrangementprovides another layer of non-Bayh-Dole contractors
to shield Bayh-Dole patents from discoverj29

Following the controversy over the Scripps-Sandoz deal, the
Office of the Investigator General reviewed the 125 patents that
Scrippshad filed with the Patentand Trademark Office and found that
only fifty -one, or 41%, acknowledged U,S government support330

The Investigator General believedthat many of the remaining seventy
four grants may have been supported with NIH funds?" Scripps

322. SEl9 1993 Conflict of Interest Hearing, supra note 254, at 14 (testimon y of
Bernadine Healy).

323. Tim BeardslE¥, Big-TimeBiology. Sci. A M., Nov. 1994, a 90, 91-92.
324. 35 U.S.C. § 200 ~994).

325 Id.
326. 37 C,F.R. § 401.7 (mOO).
327. The Act explicitly supports small busine s paent interests. SEl935U.S.C. § 200.
328. SEl9 1993 Conflict of Interest Hearing, supra note 254, at 6-14 (testimony of

Bernadine Healy) (criticiZ ing the Scripps-Sandoz dea and commenting on the absenee of a
strong Bcyh-D ole enforcement med1a1ism).

329. S69supra notes 267-293..,d aa:omp alyi ng text.
330. Underreporling Federallnvolverrent, supra note 105, at 2 (opening staerne ntof

Hon. Ron Wyde n).
331. /d. <t26-28.
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initially claimed it was obliged to give the government credit only if
federal funds had been directly linked to a patent claim , but the Act
clearly defines "subject invention" more broadly .332 Ultimately,
Scripps submitted a revised list to the NIH that acknowledged
government support for ninety-four, or 75%, of the 125 paten\!!.

Scrippscharacterizedits failure to include the Bayh-Dole legend
on the additional forty-three patents as an unintentional error from
which it derived no benefits ~34 While Scripps admits it may have
erred, the company claims that the government was not harmed
becausethe governmentwas still able to practicethe inventions.P" In
an odd bit of false magnanimity, Scrippsalso said that thENIH did not
haveto pay it a royalty, even though the agencywas notnamed onthe
patentlegend.338 In fact, this royalty waiver is automatic becausethe
Bayh-Dole Act explicitly protects the government's worldwide right to
practice subject inventions free of royalti~?

To determinewhether the Scripps-Sandoz:asewas an aberration
or indicative of a pattern, the Investigator General and the NIH staff
examined the patent policies of the top twenty-five patent-generating
universities?8 This study compared the number of patents
acknowledging federal support filed by these universities to the total
number of patents they filed .339 Of the more than 4500 patents
reviewed, only 37% contained the government rights c1ause;W° which
is quite similar to the false rate (41%) initially reported by Scripps.
The NIH concluded, "Some of theseproportions appear low in light of
the total Federal funding. 841

In anotherstudy, the InvestigatorGeneral also found deficiencies
in the NIH's oversight procedures, partly because of inadequate
agency staffing.342 The NIH's Division of Extramural Invention
Reports has just two people to handle thousands of funding

332_ Id. at 70 (report of JuneGibbsBrown, I nspedor Gen ., Dep't of Health & Huma n
Savs.).

333_ Id. al 2 (opening statemet of Han. Ron Wyden) .
334. id. at 113-14 (statEment of Dr. William H_Beers , Senior V ic e President, Saipps

Research lnst, and Doug las A Bingham , Gen. Co unsel, Scripps Resllllr inst.).
335. /d. al20-21 (testimony of Dr . Willia m H. Beers) .
336 Id.
337. 35 U.S.C § 202«(j(4)(1994)
338. Undeffeporling Federallnvolverrent, supra note 105, at 7 (testimony of Mic has

R Hill).
339. /d_
340_ /d.
341_ Id. at 104 (sta ernent of Wendy Ba ldwin ) .
342_ NI H OVERS IGIfTOF ExTRAMURAl RESEARCH, supra note 269, at 12.
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agreementsyearly.343 This study determined that the NIH limits its
oversight of the U.S. industry preference; only 20% of the 100
universities surveyed have establishedU.S. manufacturing clauses in
their agreements',« It also found that the NIH did not emphasizethe
small business preference expressed in the Bayh-Dole Act and
provided only limited oversight to ensurethat royalties were shared
with inventors and thatexcess inccrnevas distributedfor researchand
education purpose$'!5 The NIH has claimed that inventors themselves
will enforce these provisionsr"

The NIH requires inventors to make, in writing , disclosure of
inventions and of the election to retain title, as well as annual reports
on utilization of research, patent applications, and paten~7

However, the NIH does not review invention disclosures or title
elections for tirneliness 348 Nor does it examine annual utilization
reports to monitor commercialization efforts , an oversight that
effectively limits the government's opportunity to take advantage of
march-in rights .349 Further, no penaltieshave ever been levied against
granteeswho submit patentapplicationsfor inventions thatwere never
disclosed or for which rights were never elect~

The Investigator General recommended that the NIH develop
procedures to secure information directly from the Patent and
Trademark Office.351 In congressional hearings on this issue,
Representative Ron Wyden termed this recommendation
·underwhelming" in light of the approximately $8 billion that the
government pays for researchthrough the NIH. 352 He stated that the
NIH was overly reliant on • grantees voluntarily doing the right
thing."353 If the NIH continued not to overseeits technology transfer
arranqementshe proposedeither that an outsidecontractorbe hired or
that the Department of Commerce be assigned to enforcemiMt.

The NIH respondedto the Investigator General's suggestion of
greater oversight by pointing out that other agenciesdo not conduct

343. Id. at 3.
344. Id. at 11.
345. /d.
346. Id. at 12.
347. /d.
348. Id.
349. Id. at 13.
350. Id. at 12.
351. Underreporling Federal lnvolvemen~ supra note 105,atB (testimony of Mic has

R. Hill).
352 . /d. at 53 (opening staement of Hon. Ron Vl.'fden).
353. Id.
354. Id.
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case-by-caseoversiqht as recommended by the Inspector General's
report.355 The Public Health Service's (PHS) reply that this would
entail too much work certainly does not seem to be a sufficient
reason~58 The NIH's adoption of an electronic database system
(EDISON) designed totrackinventionsdid not resotvethe problemas
apparently had been hoped . Largely , this was becauseEDISON, too,
relied upon self-reporting by contractors for its accuracy and
cornprehenslvenessi' The GAO has reported that this simply does
not work.358

The situation seems essentially unchanged today . The most
recent report of the GAO indicates that Bayh-Dole compliance is
unmonitored and can be fairly characterizedas out of control.359 In
fact, the matter seems now to be even more complicated by
interagencyjealousies. The GAO report included findings of an NIH
draft report in its conclusions, to which the NIH objecteH? However,
the GAO proceeded to publish its report intact and without the
deletions demanded by the NIt-f~l

It is not surprising that these kinds of stories recur. What is
disturbing is their misconceived fatalism. Last year, it was revealed

355. Id. 1.t101 (sl1.tement of Woody Baldwin) .
356. Id. at 80 (mernoraidum of Philip R. Lee, M.D., Assistant See;y for Health, Dep't

of Health & Human Servs.) ("I mplementation of a process like that just described would
result in an Enormousburd81... ."] .

357. Sa!!REP OR nNlREQUIREM ENTS, supranote 271, at 12-14.
358. According to the GAO , inform1.tion on cornplience with the Bayh-Do le Act was

either not available or highly inaccessible: " Neither the Govemment Regista- nor the p1.tent
d1.tabase is a sullicient source for detellTlining the rights the governmEnt poss..ses to
feda-ally sponsoed inventions. Besides being inaccurate, incomplete, and inconsistent, the
d<iabases C8 be difficult to use." Id. <i 13.

359. The Repot describ<d the ba:kground in this way:

Prior to 1980, the govemment generally retained title to any inventions creaed
under federa resecrch Or3lts and contracts. although the spe::ific policies varied
among the agenc iES. Increasingly, however, this situ<iion had becomea source of
dissatisflction. One reason was a gooeral belief that the results of gova-nment
owned reseach wa-e not being maJeavailableto those who CDuld usethem.

Id. 1.t2. The REpOrt summa-ized lis findings 5 follows :

Federal agencies and their contractors and graltees are not complying with
provisions on the disdosure , reporting, retention, and licensing of feda-ally
sponsoed inventions under the regul<iions implementing the Bayh-Dole Act and
Executive Order 12591. In our review of more than 2,000 paents issued in
caenda' year 1997 as well as an Inspeeor GenEral's drafi report on 12 large
gr31tees of the National Instilutes of Health , we found that the database for
recording the govemmenfs royalty-free licenses are inaccurate, incomplete, and
inconsistent aid that some inventions Ie not being rEcorded <tall.

Id.
360. Id. at 20-21.
361. Id.
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that the government is investigating activity at the California Institute
of Technology (Caltech) relatedto the acquisition of important DNA
related patents by private industry.362 Whether the invention was
federally funded, when it was conceived, and whether the Bayh-Dole
legend should be on the patent are key issues . However, no one is
discussing whashould be thecentral consequencef all this : whether
the price can be regulate~

A similar story surfaced recently describing the government
funded research and development of Xalatan, a best-selling eyedrop
for glaucoma. The New York Timesdescribedthe commercialsuccess
of the drug as follows: "With $507 million in saleslast year-and the
potential for billions more, most of it pure profit-the four-year-old
medicine is the equivalent of liquid gold for its manufacturer, the
Pharmacia Corporation. The eyedrop [also] earned Columbia
University about $20 million in royalties last year . . . . 'B64 The public
debate is dominated, however, not by accusationsthat manufacturers
are evading existing price controls but, instead, by the repeated
misconception that no such price controls exi§t.

The NIH's lax oversight and its reluctanceto enforce the march
in provisions of the Bayh-Dole Act , though regrettable,do not have
any easy legal remedy. Whether there is any private remedy to
enforce march-in rights is, at best, questionable. There is case law
indicating that if agency inaction is basedsolely on its mistaken belief
that it lacks jurisdiction, or on a policy that is so extreme as to be an
abdication of its responsibilities, then a legal remedy may be
available.386 The NIH's jurisdictional misbeliefs and weak monitoring

362. Gosselin & Jacobs,supra note 20.
363. {d. In responseto government inquiries, Caltech claimed that the invention at

issue was dEWeioped prior to the acquisition of a pa1icular funding request. There was a
working prototype sequencer it claimed, in March 1985, six months bltore ca~ech received
the federal money. What C~ech did not say is wheth... there were any other fundin9 g....,ts
prior to the invention during which it may have been mnceived. {d .

364. SEeGerth & Stolberg, supra note 20.
365. The New York Times article contains a fatalistic (and erroneous) regrEt of a

former NI H head: " As Dr. Bernad ineHeay, a former director of the National Institutes of
Health, said in arecalt interview, 'We sold aYay gov..-nment reseach so che~.'" Id.

366. Sre Heckler v. ChanE¥, 470 U.S. 821,831 (1985). The Administrative Procedue
Act governs whether agency decisions, includ ing decisions not to enforce a statute are
judi cially reviewable . 5 U.S.C. §§ 701-706 (1994). Section 702 allows any perscn
"adversely afec ted or aggrie ved"to cha lenge ~ency action, inc luding fa ilure to ad, as long
as such a challenge is not barred by statute or unless the matts- is comm itted by law to the
discretion of the agency. Id. § 701(a), The Heckler Court held that failure to enforce a
statute is presumpt ivay discretiona'Y and therefore unreviewable. 470 U.S. at 837-38. On
the otnerheno, theC ourt noted that this is only a pesumption tna can be ebutted "Wlere the
substantive statute has provid ed gUidelines for the agency to follow in exercising its
enforcement powers." {d. at 832-33. In the case of the Bayh-D ole Act , an argument
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procedureslead to its nonenforcementof march-in rights, but do not
necessarily supply the basis for judicial revie-N!

Thus it is not clear , especially from the legislative history, that
individuals or third parties haveany enforceable claims overthe Bayh
Dole Act's reasonable pricing provision . Standing could be difficult to
show. Proving causation may also be difficult without the disclosure
of privileged data from industry.:l68 Though the NIH's position-that
the public benefits from technology transfers through a better
economy, more jobs, and the privilege of being able to buy the product
in the marketplace without regard to the product's price-is
questionabl~ it is not clear that a private remedy is available. And

(unsuccessful in the cases crted in the follow ing footnote) CiIl be mede that the detailed
clausesapp... ring in § 202 of the Act amount to the kind of guidelines that should render
agenci&;' adions reviewable. In any ....ent, the Heckler Court was careful to note that a
failure to enforce becauseof an agency's mistaken " bdief that it lacks jurisdiction" or "that
the agmcy has 'consciously and expressly adopted a general policy' that is so extreme as to
amount to an abdie<tion of its staUlory res pons ibilities ...might indicate tha such decisions
were not 'committed to agency discretion.'" Id. at 833 n.4 (quoting Adams v. Richardson,
480 F.2d 1159 (D.C. Cir. 1973) i' n banc)).

367. Unfortunately, s9leral courts have already refusEdto enforce various provisions
of the Bayh-Doie Act, although none of them have attempteJ to enforce the policing of
publicl y funded inventions , nor have any of them claimed the public right to "reasonable"
prices, v.Ilich the Bayh-D ole A ct seemsto guaantee. Sfe S. Reseach I nst v. Griffin Corp.,
938 F.2d 1249, 1254 (11th Cir. 1991); Gen-Po be Inc. v. Ctr. for Neurologic Study, 853 F.
Supp . 1215 ~.D. Ca. 1993); Ciba-GeigyCorp. v. A1za COIP., 804 F. Supp .614, 629 (D.N.J.
1992); Platzerv. Sloan-Kettering Inst. for CancErReseach, 787 F. Supp .360, 365 (S.D.N.Y.
1992). A II of thesecasesinvolved claims by companiesto rival companies' patentrights, a
type of claim th<i courts might ea;i ly consider Mher comm itted to agency discretion or
unintendEd by Conqress. Thesetypes of claims, however, sean far different than demands
by medica patients to have necessary drugs available to them on the reasonable terms
commanded by the B'fh -Do le Act. In terms of law, these potentia plaintiffs would havethe
kind of concrete claim expressly conternplaed by Congress,the abseice of which arguably
distingu ishesall of the above-cited cesas.

368. Former NI H head Bernadine Healy's staeme nt that prices cannot be contro lled
becauseof the iegal inability to procure confidentia l finan cial information is. in addit ion to
being politically ~guable, simply naive from a legal standpoint. NIH Not Equipped, supra
note 245. Financial informat ion that is otherwise deemedconfidential is routinely available
to litigants undS' stae and federal rules of civil procedure. The Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure for examp le provide for " protective orders" so that confi dential infor mation th<i
is disd osedto ajverse litigants will not be communicated to third parties. FED. R. CIY. P.
26(c). When private mmpan iesenter into relationships Wththe govS'nment, they ae held to
waive their rights to confidential information to the extent that inf ormation is neoessav to
ensurecompliancewith f edEral policies . CNA Fin. Corp. v. Donovan, 830 F.2d 1132 (D.C.
Cir. 1987) (dEtermining whether a compmy that contracted with the federal govlTnmen t
must disdose confidential hiring information under the Freedom of Infor mation Act). Bayh
Dole contractors, by virtue of their agrEementto stand~d govemment patent clauses, are,
legally speaking, indistinguishable from other kinds of govemm ..t contractors.

369. The HHS, the PHS, and the NIH have publisheda kind of Bayh-Dole manifesto
committing themselves to a partnership between publi c monies and private industry and
emphasizingtechnology transfer w~oUl ever mentioning any expressneed to police prices
as Bayh-Dole requires:
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even if judicial review could force march-in, it would be difficult to
achieve because of the sixty-day limitation placed on these rights .
Whether the sixty-day period would itself be vulnerable to challenge
as an extreme abdication of agency obligations is itself a large
question .

X. CONCLUSION

The existing, all-too-frequently unacknowledged, and utterly
unenforced price controls of the Bayh-Dole Act have potential
significance because they appear to apply to a large number of
important drugs. Because the Bayh-Dole Act only applies to
inventions that are at least partially federally funded, the key question
is how many drugsresultfrom such federal assistance.lt appearsthat
a large proportion of all new patents ,and a larger percentageof new
pharmaceuticaI9l,7° derive in one way or another from federal funding .

Analyses of U.S.-granted patents that cited research papers
suggeststhat the linkage between patents and public research was

Both the publ ic a'ld private sectcs must v.or\( togetherto foster rapid developmen t
and comm ...cializaion of useful products to benett human health, stimulate the
eronomy, and enhance our international compmtiveness,while at the sametime
protecting taxpayers' investment and sa'egu..-ding the principles of scientific
integrity and acal..-nic freedom. .

Recipients are required to maximiz e the use of their research finding s .
throug h their timely and effective transfer to induslly for deVelopment.

Developing SponsorEli Reseach Agreements: Considerations for Recipients of NIH
ResEBrch Grants and Contracts, 59 Fed. Reg.55,673,55,673-75 (Nov . 8, 1994). The policy
further states that

[t]he A ct saves the publ ic not only by encourlgi ng the deve lopment of useful
commerdal products such as drugs and clinical diagnostic materials, but also by
providing economic benelts , and enhancing U .S . competitiveness in the global
market p lace

Since its passlge, the Bayh-Dole Act has been effective in promoting the
transf ... of technology from Recipientsto industry as evidenced by the aggrESsive
pursuit of patenting and licensing and the proliferaion of univers ity/industry
collaboraions..

In keeping with the objectives and policies of Bayh-Dole, it is incumbent
upon Recipients to effective ly and efficiently transf... technology to industry for
commerdal developm ent.

'd. a 55,675-76 .
370. As the National science Foundation noted: • The linkag e [between patents and

public resea-ch] is p..-!icularly evident in patentsfor ' drugs and medicines. ' App lications in
this category cited, on aVErage, seVEral times the number of reseach papErS cited , for
example, in the category of ' communication equipment a"ldelectronic components.," NAT'L
Sci. FOUND ., INDUS TRY TRENDS IN RES EARCHSuP PORTANO LINKS TO PuB Lie RES EARCH 2
(1999). The figure for pharmacaiticals is 50% . {d. al4.
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growing at a steady rate acrossfive major industrialized nations?"
"This was particularly true for the half of U.S. patentsgrantedto U.S.
inventors. '?" TheseAmerican inventors "overwhelmingly cited U.S.
authored research papers, two-thirds of which were published by
organizations primarily supported by public funding .3'13

More importantly, available information indicates that not only
do many drugs benefit from federal funding, but the most important,
so-called blockbusterdrugs owe most of their development to federal
funding.374 As a result, the Bayh-Dole Act is as much a potential
blockbuster,given the political will, in termsof controlling health care
costs, as are the drugs its price-control mechanismembraces. Given
the political will, the governmentmight even decide to exerciseother
portions of the Act, such as its royalty-free right to produce these drugs

371. Id. at 2.
372. /d.
373. Id.
374. The available data indicate that fed"ally funded drugs constitute the majority of

truly etfective drugs. While the FDA approveshundredsof drugs for marketing every year.
the numb" of new or important drugs is relatively srna I. In testimony bEtore the Sanae
Committee on Governmenta A IIairs, one witness iIIustnted thefederal government's role in
supporting lnnovaiv a drug d9olelop ment

During [the) 5 year period [f rom 1987-1991] the FDA issued 2,270 drug approvals,
but most were for genlTic drugs or new combinations of existing compounds.
Oniy 117 of the new drug approva ls involved so called " New Mole cular Entrties"
[NME s), which is the name given to drugs which ane distinctly dilferent in
composition from drugs aready on the market. Of these 117 !'MEs , only 30 were
judged by the FDA to be drugs that wene used in the treatment of seveal illnesses
(FDA c1assE or AA drugs) or to represent a substmtial gain in therapeutic va lue
(FDA efficacy rating of A) .

Of these 30 "important new dogs " approved by theFDA, 15 benlfrted from
significant funding by the U.S. government. When one cons ides the country
whene the drug Wasdiscoveed the government's role is even more important. 17
of the "important" new drugswere discovelBd in the U.S. a these drugs, 12were
d9leloped with significant government fund ing-that is, 71 percent wene
d9leloped wrth significant government fUnding .

1994 Drug Pricing Hearing, supra note 6, at 71-72 (statanent of James P. Love , Dir. of
Econ . Stud ie; , Ctr. for Study of Responsive Law .

Of the eighty-four anticancer drugs II!ceiving FDA approval as of Januar 1, 1997, fifty
four were the product of fed ....1fund ing . CTEP, FDA App ROVEoANTI -CANCER DRUGS. at
http://ctep.info .nih.govlhandbooklhandbookltla_agen.htm(lastmodifiedJan.27,1999).ln
April 2000, the University of Rochesterwas awerded a broad biotech pateit covering an
entire class of drugs known a "cox-2 inhibrtors." Harry Schwartz, Pafent Lawyers, PrffJ"re:
A Cox-2 Patent Awarded to the University of Rochester Years After Filing Raiss
Fundamental Questions Abouf the Future of the Entire U.S . Patent Protection System
PNARM ACEUT1CAL EXECUTIVE , June2000, at 18. The pressreleasefrom the University said
the patent is likely to be "the most lucrative pharmaceutical paent in U.S. history." The U.S.
paent (No . 6,048 ,850) bears the Bayh-Dole legend. Rochester has sued Seerle and Pfizer
over the saie of Celebr..., which they say infringes on the patent, and the University says it
will have broad application in many other aneas of med ic ine, including cancer and
Alzheimer's dlssesa Id.
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at cost(or less) for the Medicare program~75 But political will, of
course, cannot be supplied by staMe.

375. S!Bsupranote337 <rid aa:omp<rlying text
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Policy Innovation ES - 1

1. Introduction

During the 1980s, a proliferation of initiatives broke new ground in U.S.

science and technology policy. Many focused on industrial technology policy -

theretofore largely unexplored. Most exemplified a new policy style: partnering

among government, business and the academic community. Almost without

exception, these policy innovations were informed by a new view ofthe process

of technological innovation, which emphasized the system of influences -- far

beyond R&D -- that conditioned its environment.

With the science and technology policy innovations of the 1980s as its

subject, this report asks: how are policy innovations generated in the overall

http://216.239.33.1 00/search?q=cache:zSJYEOgR9Z4C:www.technopoli.net/2000execsu... 11/28/2002
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technology policy reforms arise and gain acceptance in this era?

Page 3 of22

Four retrospective case studies anchor the analysis, covering the Bayh

Dole Patent Act, the Federal Technology Transfer Act (FTTA), the Advanced

Technology Program (ATP) and public policies affecting the U.S. biotechnology

industry. A beginning overview of the American public policy formulation

process and general conclusions frame these case studies. The work draw~

r ~only on published sources but also on the personal involvement of the authors'
~ /

the areas chosen for siUdy. >,

"-- 7

2. The Policy Formulation Process

Though science and technology policy making has much in common with

other areas, some important differences exist. M...."any issues involv~g science and

technology require access to sophisticated and complex knowledge; thus experts

----------play a greater role than usual, which creates some tension with the American
~ + 12 ._ L_..:zz ::=: :::==

polity's strong democratic and populist streaks. In addition, since much of

science and technology policy is formulated within the context of broader areas

ofpublic policy, the "S&T part" is sometimes treated as marginal or an "after

thought."

Page 3

Policy Innovation ES - 2

The character of the U.S. policy generation system derives from

Constitutional and conceptual bases. The Constitution's guarantees of the right

to petition for the redress of grievances and to speak and assemble freely has led
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to a highly developed "civil society." Individuals are accustomed to addressing

the government directly, and typically criticize its actions. The wide variety of

organizations that influence policy development -- political parties, think tanks,

trade associations, labor unions, single-issue advocacy groups, universities and

others -- participate on their own initiative and without official chartering.

Depending on the issue, these groups cooperate or compete in a pattern of ever

shifting relationships. It is not surprising, therefore, that the American policy

generation system is uncomfortable with centralized planning and, with the

exception of fmancial planning, has never developed strong institutions of this

type.

Conceptually, policy design bears a number of resemblances to

engineering design, drawing on fundamental scientific understanding and past

experience, and hypothesizing new approaches that will work within constraints

to achieve desired ends. An essential difference, however, is the frequent lack, in

public policy, of agreement on goals -- which necessitates compromise. Most I
policy innovations in America are in fact marginal adaptations ofpre-existing)11:
ideas, which is consistent with the U.S. aversion to central planning.

Alternative policy designs can come from a variety of sources, including

analogies to other circumstances, social theories, prior experiences, the efforts of

individual states, or other countries. Certain policy tools are used repeatedly.

Policy design by analogy thus emerges as the strongest tendency in the U.S.

system. One ofthe most unique features of the U.S. system is its dependence on

states and their leaders as the source of policy experimentation -- "laboratories of

democracy."

Each year the U.S. policy making system is presented with thousands of

concepts and ideas. Executive agencies are routinely involved in self-evaluation,

and frequently propose policy changes. The large network of agency advisory

committees offers a fertile source of new ideas. The U.S. Congress has a highly

developed range ofmechanisms to generate, assess and develop new ideas. The

Congress is extremely open to externally generated proposals, from individuals

http://216.239.33.1OO/search?q=cache:zSJYEOgR9Z4C:www.technopoli.net/2000execsu...11/28/2002
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Page 4

and organizations. The large professional staff -- both individual staff members

and a number of staff agencies -- playa critical role, serving as a repository of

expertise and institutional continuity. Members themselves are highly attuned to

the wishes and ideas of their constituents, and often make their mark by

championing new ideas.

Political parties in the U.S. playa relatively weak role in developing new

policy ideas. In contrast to Parliamentary systems, the Members of the U.S.

Congress enjoy more independence from their parties, and candidates are

expected to bring their own ideas to campaigns. In contrast to political parties,

external groups exert a uniquely strong influence in the U.S. These include

interest groups, lobbying firms, corporate public policy staffs, thinks tanks,

university professors and research institutes, community leaders and ordinary
.•.__.._---._~.._.....-_...._.--

citizens. A climate-of't'policy entrepreneurshjj!-ItJj;;.lgIJl:O.-__

The expression of a policy idea or initiative is the first step in a long

evolution. Congressional examination and debate is often prolonged, centered

around the jurisdictions of particular committees. The views of the

Administration are frequently sought. A "mark up" process considers

amendments before a legislative draft solidifies. The process is further

intensified by the fact that each House must pass legislative proposals in

identical form and the President must approve them.

Although in theory the responsibility ofExecutive agencies is

implementation rather than policy design, the mandates that Congress offers

them are typically broad enough to allow for a great deal of policy innovation at

http://216.239.33.100/search?q=cache:zSJYEOgR9Z4C:www.technopoli.net/2000execsu... 11/28/2002
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making" processes, whose procedures ensure public input.

From early in its history , the Americanjudiciary has assumed a uniquely

pivotal role in policy-making. Access to judicial review of government action is
--'~ .,. .,.--- ::-:..:~

remarkably open, and the courts are by nO~ reluctant to set aside agencies'

programs, on Constitutional, substantive or procedural grounds.

The processes ofpolicy design, evolution, and adoption in the U.S. should

not be seen as rational processes in the sense that rationality is understood by a

PageS

Policy Innovation ES - 4

policy analyst or an economist. Instead, many institutional and political factors,

as well as many different actors and organizations, intervene to help shape what

fmally becomes law and policy; mere assurance by expert analysts that an

alternative would be successful if adopted is no guarantee that it will be adopted.

Nevertheless, a number of theories -- each useful, but none sufficient -- provide

frameworks for thinking about the American policy process. These include:

* the theory of interest groups, which argues that policies emerge as the

result ofcontext among special groups

* the "Iron Triangle" variant on interest group theory, which emphasizes

coalitions among federal agencies, regulated industries and Congressional

committees

* the public administration model, which urges the development and

empowerment ofprofessional public servants

'" the rationalist planning model, which though often met with public

" . . 1 1 (" • 1 1 .1
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sxepncism, nevertneiess onen surraces In speciai COmmlSSIOnS ana otner

bodies and is generally urged by the scientific community

* the public choice model, most recently developed to apply the tools of

economic analysis to actors in the policy process seeking to "maximize"

their own benefits.

Perhaps the most fundamental fact about policy innovation in the U.S. is

that it is highly de-centralized. While there are government agencies and

commissions so concerned, their work is overshadowed in variety and

inventiveness by the extraordinary range ofmechanisms devoted to these tasks

in America. The diversity ofAmerican policy making is a consequence of, or at

least consistent with, a package of Constitutional rights that focus on public

petition and participation. The multiplicity of voices on important public issues

can seem to arise like the calls ofa thousand crows, each seeking to outdo the

others in volume, intensity, and impact. The enormous marketplace of ideas that

is the United States Congress, the policy making bodies of the Executive Branch,

and a welter of interest groups and experts can be as confusing as any of the

world's great bazaars. The results can be just as satisfying or just as frustrating to

those who participate.

Page 6
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3. The Bayb-Dole Patent Act of 1980

The Bayh-Dole Patent Act is commonly regar2:,d as a major shift in policy:

from g~eDt to~ate ownership of the results of publicly financed R&D. l

In fact, the idea incorporated in Bayh-Dole had already been tried. During
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World War II, patent rights were frequently assigned to the government's private

contractors, and even at the Act's passage, some agencies had patent policies that

favored the private sector in a similar manner. But Bayh-Dole's extension of this

approach to small businesses and non-profits, and later, to all businesses, did

represent the widespread acceptance of a utilitarian view of intellectual property

rights, in which the "sacrifice" of public ownership of knowledge supported by

the government was justified by the benefits that private-sector

commercialization would yield.

The Bayh-Dole policy innovation is fundamentally about the validity ofan

idea. In contrast to many other policy debates, Bayh-Dole's did not elicit special

interests in for money or power. While the institutions that would receive--
patent rights under the Act's procedures stood eventually to profit from them,

there was still the need for them to invest their own resources without further

subsidy. The private sector -- industry and universities -- was virtually

unanimous in favor of the Bayh-Dole approach. So were the major theorists and

advocates of technology policy, who argued pragmatically that it would work. fv tt("-

Bayh-Dole's proposition also benefited from the increasing acceptance of the \Ji~ll (-( 1
need for strong IPR as an incentive to innovation and a weapon in the arsenal of rul/]

U.S. international competitiveness. r

On the other side, ther was no organized oppostion interest group. Those

who opposed Bayh-Dole were essentially arguing from the old populist position

that the "people" had a "right" to the IPR resulting from expenditure ofpublic

monies. Few stood to benefit from this philosophical argument. With the

utilitarian position posed as a means to promote U.S. competitiveness, there was
I

, I
little force in the populist argument, as illustrated in the lopsided Congressional (( r 1

• f) r: )
votes in favor ofBayh-Dole from both parties. V0\V:.)

r h,
J 't' '. I'll
' .I' (J'. 17 ;

I v: !
I •
I
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~:~tanceofBayh-Doleis also unu~j!ljts am.ence ofstrong~icy"*
;i~~~~cates. Indeed. its component idea had been debated for

. more thjli.tiliiiY years, going back to the Bush Report of 1945. Throughout the

'i960;~d 70s legislative proposals arose from several sources. Many in the

private sector had advocated it for some time, and no single individual can reall
.,- .;..------ . .,. -_....

be credited with its origin or advocacy. Even in the Congress, the concept of the

legislation was well-formed before Senator Bayh introduced it. The essential /

process was more one of slow consensus-building than radical policy innovatio /
.I

and when consensus had matured, it was acted on with little debate. / /._--------- -------Ifone looks at the Bayh-Dole Act in tandem with the Stevenson-Wydler

Technology Innovation Act, enacted almost simultaneously, one sees the first full

endorsement ofseveral new ideas in U.S. technology policy. First, these statutes

testify to the country's realization that something needed to be done to correct

the economic malaise that had become apparent in the 19705. Second, they

incorporated a sophisticated view oftechnological innovation, based on the

recognition that it is a process whose encouragement requires a full range of

incentives, going far beyond financial support for R&D. Third, they accepted the

promotion of technological innovation as an important mission of the Federal

government. Both Acts incorporated provisions that cast the Federal

government and the private sector as partners in technology development, rather

than as arms-length contractors - or even adversaries -- which had often

previously been the case.

Page 7

Bayh-Dole in particular was based on an empirical proposition largely

untested in 1980: that the private sector would commercialize publicly financed

technology if it had the legal basis to do so. The stunning acceptance of the
~

Bayh- ole system since offers verification of' is. And the connection between

Bayh-Dole's system and the widespread public-private. industry-university ties

that now characterize the American innovation nrocess suczests stronelv that it
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represented a beginning piece of a major paradigm shift in U.S. technology

policy and practice.

4. The Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986

Page 8

Policy Innovation ES - 7

The Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 changed the relationship

between U.S. federal laboratories and industry. It provided a new legal

framework for most federal laboratories to conduct joint research with

companies and with other partners (such as state governments). As an incentive

for federal researchers to participate in joint research, the law allowed them to

receive part of the royalties (payments) received on inventions they helped to

create. In one way, the law was not "revolutionary" -- the Stevenson-Wydler

Act, six years earlier, had encouraged federal laboratories to work with industry.

But by authorizing a new form ofjoint research and allowing federal employees

to share in royalties, the FTTA was a significant change in U.S. technology policy.

Three points mentioned previously in the general discussion of the U.S.

policy process are particularly important in understanding the origins and

eventual adoption of the FTTA:

* '~licy entrepreneurs" propose and advocate new policies. Those who are

most effective combine an important idea with understanding of how to

work within the political process.

* Members of Congress are often interested in new legislative ideas, both to
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introduce bills that contain ideas from policy entrepreneurs.

* Since political power is dispersed and decentralized, coalitions are

necessary. The chairs of Congressional committees and top

Administration officials are particularly important.

The FITA started as an idea developed by two men, and it became

popular because of Congress' concerns in the 1980s with American industrial '~

competitiveness. One ofits originators, Norm Latker, was a dedicated, blunt-\1 "Ii .
speaking patent attorney who represented Purdue University, III Indiana dunn~ .'

the late 1970s. The second, Joe Allen, was an aide to Senator Bayh of Indiana.

The team ofLatker and Allen eventually worked together in the Commerce

Department, promoting ways to make federally funded technology from the

national laboratories more available the U.S. industry. They worked closely with

Congressional staff and members of the technology policy community over a

period of years to bring their ideas to fruition.

Page 9
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Latker and Allen studied past policy closely -- i.e., Stevenson-Wydler -

and saw serious deficiencies, both from a conceptual and a legal point of view.

To remedy them, they offered three proposals:

* the extension ofBayh-Dole to government laboratories run by universities

* a new legal arrangement -- a "cooperative research and development

agreement (CRADA) -- through which federal laboratories and research

partners (usually a company) negotiated resource contributions, the R&D
agenda, IPR ownership, and royalty sharing.

'" .... ~__ ~__..... ~ .L:_ ._ .... ~ ~: .... .1:'..... __ 1 1 1: ~ y .... 1L:__ £ __
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. a IIlUllt;Lary mcenuve -- a puruun Ul tecnnoiogy lll:t:nslIlg ruyalllt:s -- ior

federal scientists and engineers to work with research partners.

When the FTTA concept was being developed in the 1980s, technology

policy issues generally received little attention from White House officials or

most members of Congress. This was not bad from the point ofview of the

--li..:~olicy entrgneurs since the lack ofcontroversy made their job easier.

In addition, the national political climate was favorable. In 1985-86, the

Reagan Administration was looking for initiatives in the competitiveness area -- i

particularly if they did not "interfere" with .t.he private market and if they cost (f/ f

little or nothing in expenditures.Al~ the Admjnjstl'~i9R w9uld not rfa ,f
:6 y rse the F sal it did give tacit support . :) v ·~., r-, 1

~,)f f'I
In the Congress, the FTTA proposal was moved among committees,

debated and amended before it passed. One sees throughout this process the

important role of individual Members of Congress and particular staff people

who had made technology policy the focus of their careers. In October of 1986, a

final compromise bill, which enjoyed broad bipartisan support, was passed and

signed by President Reagan. Beyond the provisions outlined above, the Act

made technology transfer an affirmative mission of all laboratories and

personnel , taking this mission into account in performance evaluations.

The post-Congressional implementation process was particularly complex

for the FTTA. To begin, the FTTA not well understood by the wide variety of

agencies to which it applied. Moreover, since its authority was discretionary

Page 10
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rather than mandatory, agencies were not required to do anything. Policy-entrepreneurs were thus needed to move the pr~am along, which was
.~ ..,~ ,

eventually accomplished through Executive Order and the accumulation of

CRADA experience.

The FTTA story emphasizes the following features of the u.s. policy

process:

* the role of l.!2!icy entrepreneurs '1:
---::::~=~ -,.,~---.-~-~.....,-

* the "learning process" in policy design, which accretes over time

* the absence of "interest group" politics in the technology policy debate of

the 1980s
* the consistency of technology policy innovations with the overall political

dynamic of the 1980s, particularly concerns about U.s competitiveness.

5. The Advanced Technology Program

The Advanced Technology Program (ATP) supports industrial research and

development for the explicit purpose of developing new technologies that have

the potential to increase U.s. economic growth. Before its creation in 1988, most

U.S. science and technology programs focused on either university basic research

or helping the government with well-defined missions such as defense, energy ,

space, and health. By explicitly focusing on technology for economic growth, the

ATP was something new. Its creation was the result of four factors:

* Growing Congressional concern in the 1980s about U.S. technological

leadership.

* A new understanding among some analysts ofwhy the U.S. lagged in

technology while still leading the world in science, coupled with policy

ideas about how government-industry R&D partnerships might help
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Congressman, with support from their staffs and others -- i.e., policy

Page 11

Policy Innovation ES -10

entrepreneurs within Congress who authored the program rather than

business interests.

* A lucky legislative situation in which this program could be included a

large new law that President Reagan wanted.

The legislative language creating the program was made part of the

Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, and Congress provided an

initial $10 million in appropriations for the program in late 1989. The

Department of Commerce (DOC), which administers the program, made the first

awards -- eleven -- in March 1991. Program funding grew steadily for several

years, reaching $341 million in federal fiscal year (FY) 1995. In recent years,

funding has stabilized at about $200 million per year.

By the early 1980s, the United States had slumped into a deep recession,

and academic and journalist voices were arguing for "reindustrialization" -- a

responsibility that fell primarily to companies but also raised important

questions of public policy. The Reagan Administration, committed to a small

role for government except in defense, initially dismissed the need for new

policies. Ironically, one of the most thoughtful and influential reports on this

subject came from a special commission appointed by President Reagan himself.

Chaired by John Young, the chief executive officer of the Hewlett-Packard

Corporation, the President's Commission on Industrial Competitiveness issued a
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blunt report in January 1985. It said, in part: "Our ability to compete in world

markets is eroding. Growth in U.S. productivity lags far behind that of our

foreign competitors. Real hourly compensation of our work force is no longer

improving."

As many in Congress became interested in competitiveness, they also

became more receptive to new policy proposals. Ideas, new and old, appeared,

and policy entrepreneurs inside and outside of Congress sought to build support

for them. Older-style members often focused specifically on the recession and

industrial decline in their home regions. Given the opposition of the Reagan

Administration and lack of support from industry leaders, these ideas went

nowhere. Younger, "New Democrats" had other proposals. A few members

straddled the two generations -- one important example was Senator Ernest

I
• -_ • • - - _n.._ - _ . - - - - • • - . - - • • - • • • - - . - . . t

Policy Innovation ES -11

Page 12

(Fritz) Hollings of South Carolina, in 1985 the Ranking Democrat on the Senate

Commerce Committee. He would later become the author the ATP proposal.

The technology policy ideas then-current can be divided into three

groups:

* proposals to make existing Federal R&D more useful to American

industry (e.g. Bayh-Dole and FTIA)

* encouragements to more corporate R&D (e.g . tax credits and loosened

antitrust regulations)

* direct Federal support to companies for R&D with significant economic

notential.
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This last idea, the core of the ATP, had already had a long, often

unsuccessful history in the U.S., spanning the Hoover (1920s), Nixon and Carter

Administrations. Nevertheless, Senator Hollings and Congressman George

Brown and the staff surrounding them became convinced of its merits and

political viability, especially given the Democrats' new control of the Senate in

1986. Important as well were the increasingly vocal views of the high-technology

sector in the U.S. and the increasing reference to Japanese industry and public

policy as models worth scrutinizing and emulating.

These forces came together to produce a proposed Technology

Competitiveness bill that the Reagan Administration was very much in favor of,

and the ATP concept was appended. The final version of the ATP had three

main parts:

* a statement of purpose: to assist "United States businesses in creating and

applying the generic technology and research results necessary to: (1)

commercialize significant new scientific discoveries and technologies

rapidly; and (2) refme manufacturing technologies."

* authority for the ATP to aid joint research and development ventures

(consortia) by providing a minority share of the cost of such joint ventures
for up to five years, provided that emphasis was placed on areas where

NIST "has scientific or technological expertise, on solving generic

Page 13
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problems of specific industries, and on making those industries more

competitive in world markets."
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businesses, especially small businesses.

It took about five years for the ATP to defme and implement its first set of

grants, which were awarded in 1991. This delay can be accounted for not only by

the complexity of the mission and its novelty but also by the amount of public

involvement solicited for its initial design. In the Clinton years, especially after

1994's Republican political successes, ATP became a magnet for partisan

controversy. As this controversy has subsided and experience with the program

has grown, so too has its reputation for fairness and effectiveness.

6. Public Policies Toward the Biotechnology Industry

Technology policy in the U.S. is rarely directed at industrial sectors.

Indeed, the notion of "targeting" particular technologies at all is a controversial

proposition. The idea that the U.S. has had an explicit, definable public policy

toward the biotechnology industry would thus be rejected by many observers.

It is nevertheless clear that U.S. public policy has had an extraordinarily

important impact -- widely agreed to be positive -- on the development of the

biotechnology industry. Certainly during the 1980s. this impact was well

recognized, and it figured significantly in the policy process. In three particular

contexts, public policies toward biotechnology were explicitly formulated:

* research funding, particularly from the NIH;

* environmental, health and safety regulation

* intellectual property rights.

More implicitly, the package ofpublic policies and market structures

focused on the venture capital industry and university-industry relations

emerged during the 1980s as critical to the development ofbiotechnology. While
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these policies in the aggregate had a major positive influence, they were never

well coordinated or conceived of as a deliberate sectoral policy.

As early as the Bush Report (1945), U.S. science policy had committed

itself to support for health research as one of the main targets of public policy.

The vigorous climate for research in biological sciences that ensued during the

post-War years, notably in molecular biology, is often cited as the background

for Watson and Crick's theorization of the double helix structure ofDNA in 1953.

In the years after this discovery, the National Institutes ofHealth (NIH) funding

of external research increased dramatically. This occurred across a wide range of

disciplines and across many academic and research institutions, thus establishing

multiple centers of excellence in relevant fields. The large external research

budget, complemented with internal work, led to a widespread network of

scientists throughout the U.S. -- and to a significant extent throughout the world

-- that connected government, academe, and industry. And the grants system,

based on peer-review, established a culture of excellence and competitiveness.

NIH's viral oncology program gave biotechnology research its biggest

boost. This arose in the 1960s, when molecular biologists had begun to claim that

developments in the understanding ofDNA would lead them to discover a cure

for cancer. Momentum gathered during the 1970s, when the "war" on cancer led

to huge funding increases in this program -- and a wide ambit for the its research

scope. Two major differences between the U.S and other countries stand out

during this period: the earlier, larger U.S. government financial presence; and

the connection of government, academe and industry in the research system.
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"'" ,IT rrofessors Cohen and Boyer in perfecting "gene-splicing"

techniques in 1973 anks as a transformative moment, in which biotechnology

began moving om an enterprise of basic science into a commercial industry.

This transformation was not, it should be emphasized, the result ofa changed

government policy but rather, dramatic inflows ofventure capital and large-scale

corporate research. Indeed, the public focus on basic research remained

constant, with the NIH continuing its dominant role. The very term

biotechnology was coined by Wall Street.
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From the mid-1970s through the late 1980s, questions of government

regulation ofbiotechnology -- its form, its severity, and the agencies that would

assume jurisdiction -- were among the foremost public policy issues facing the

industry. From early regulatory forays that presented the possibility of strict

control, to a de facto permissiveness that reigned by the end of the 1980s, twin

concerns -- the potential dangers of biotechnology, and the economic downside

ofover-regulation -- gave rise to constant debate in the PU~~~~PQli~l!!:ena. I
Sever es of this debate stand . st, it oCCl1ITecf relatively

independently from other policy areas, notably, intelle~ual~~~r.eftti-----

commercial development. Seeon<f,fue possibility ofregulation presented itself-------_..._- -~ ._._~

on a number of diverse, relatively uncoordinated fronts, both Federally and

locally. Third, the decision was ultimately made not to establish a new

comprehensive legal/regulatory framework to address biotechnology, thus

leaving oversight within existing laws and institutions. Fourth. the industrial

and research communities clearly succeeded in achieving their goal of a
__ 1_.....~_~_1 _ .. __ • .............=_ ..... .1 ............ _. L l . __ .1 =__ .J _ _ ...:J L _ _ .:. ........ .....= 1
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standards .

The U.S. intellectual property rights system has functioned as a strong

incentive to the development of biotechnology, both as a result of its general

features, and through a number of specific decisions and policies pertaining to

the industry. These latter events all arose during the 1980s when the industry

was in its formative stage.

The general features of the U.S. intellectual property system were

characterized during the the 1980s as "the best protection for biotechnology of

any system in the world." Later specific IPR actions that helped the industry

included:

* the Bayh-Dole Patent Act

* a 1980 Supreme Court case which removed doubt about patenting

biotechnology ("life form") products

* validation of "gene splicing" patents

* patenting of the "Harvard Mouse"

Page 16
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* the 1988 Process Patents Amendments Act, which increased protection

against imported biotechnology products

* the 1990 California Supreme Court decision

which denied any rig
patients whose cells were used as the basis for medical patents
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* legislation during the 1990s, which extended patent protection to naturally

occurring substances produced with biotechnology techniques

The 1980s saw not only the rise of biotechnology, on both the scientific

and industrial fronts, but also a number of important transformations of the U.S.

economy. These included the rise of "public venture capital," "biomania" on Wall

Street, new relationships between industry and academe, and infusions of

investment capital from abroad. All of these featues benefited biotechnology as

an industry. All were abetted, though not created, by the public policies of the

time.

7. Conclusions: Policy Innovation, Process Constancy

This report has focused on both the substance of the major changes in U.S.

science and technology policy that arose during the 1980s and the process that

produced these policy innovations. In the former regard, it seems clear that the

decade saw a significant departure from the substance of past practice: a

paradigm shift, in which the U.S. enacted elements of an industrial technology

policy and crafted a new, cooperative approach to policy implementation among

government, industry and academe. In the latter regard, one primarily sees

process constancy: continued use of the traditions and institutions of

government, political discourse and citizen input to generate new ideas that were

responsive to the needs of the time.

Even in retrospect, it seems remarkable that the U.S. would embark on so

many important departures from its traditional science and technology policies -

- in intellectual property rights, public funding of research and the missions of

government agencies -- during an era such as the 1980s, when government

initiatives were seen as suspect by the President and his Administration.
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Certainly the "competitiveness crisis" of the times -- a concern that cut across

party lines -- explains a great deaL So too does a change in the intellectual base

of science and technology policy: the influe~matured scholarwp which

emphasized the overall "syst .on. Committed and entrepreneurial
,~/.""""""I.<,

individuals In e policy process must also he given a large measure ofcredit.

Lastly , the fact that the n~x:gp9saJ,S ~Oie !atge!y trow the instjMjons and
~ e.a-

forms of the traditional science and technology policy process may have had a
~

great deal to do with their acceptance and ultimate workability./------- - - - - - - - - - - - -)
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